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CHAPTER

122

Functional Anatomy of the Neural Retina
Robert E. Marc

Overview
This chapter provides an outline of the organization of the
mammalian retina, with a strong focus on primate vision and in
the context of a nearly complete cellular catalog and extensive
new understanding of the molecular diversity of signaling
pathways. The mammalian neural retina, albeit simplified by
evolutionary losses in cone-driven pathways, is proving to be
more complex than anticipated, with over 60 classes of neurons,
yielding at least 15 and perhaps 20 different ganglion cell ‘filters’
for the visual world. Elucidating the wiring of these filters for any
retina remains a major challenge. Though several canonical
signaling pathways have been mapped (including a novel
scotopic path), we have not been able to reconstruct the likely
networks of most of the filters. New discoveries regarding the
molecular mechanisms of red and green cone visual pigment
expression have profound implications for the development of
color-selective circuits and color vision. A new ganglion cell class
has intrinsic phototransduction mediated by a novel
photopigment, melanopsin, and is selectively wired to at least
three different functional pathways. Finally, the wiring of the
retina is dynamic and manifests significant connectivity changes
both under postnatal visual drive and retinal degenerations.

INTRODUCTION
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The retina evolved to report spatiotemporal and chromatic
patterns of photons imaged by the eye.1 The plan of the human
neurosensory retina is generically vertebrate in form and
development, with key specializations. Photoreceptors form a
discrete photon capture screen roughly similar in scale to a
high-end color imaging chip (Fig. 122.1, panels 1–3).2
Vertebrate retinas contain rods, cones, bipolar cells (BCs),
horizontal cells (HCs), amacrine cells (ACs), association cells
(AxCs), interplexiform cells (IPCs), and ganglion cells (GCs).
Cones, BCs, and HCs connect to each other in the outer
plexiform layer (OPL). BCs, ACs, AxCs, and GCs connect in the
inner plexiform layer (IPL).
The basic vertical channel is the cone ˜ BC ˜ GC chain.
Vertical channel signals are encoded by vesicular glutamate
release (Fig. 122.2) and decoded by ionotropic or metabotropic
glutamate receptors (iGluRs, mGluRs) expressed by target
neurons.3–5 Lateral channels mediate signal comparisons
over time, space, or color via feedback and feedforward
signaling. Lateral channels are numerous and include cone ˜
HC ˜ target cell transfers in the OPL and many BC ˜ AC ˜
target cell transfers in the IPL. AC signals are largely encoded
by vesicular g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) or glycine release
(Fig. 122.2) and decoded by cognate receptors expressed on
target cells.3,6 HC signaling mechanisms remain in debate.7

Signaling in the IPL is also mediated by specialized AxCs
(previously lumped with ACs) that signal over long distances
with intraretinal axons.8 The molecular determinants of signal
amplification, signaling speed, signal integration, and memory
systems associated with synaptic transfers will be reviewed in
the context of cell-specific associations and canonical (main)
pathways that encode and decode them.
Every species has a subtly different retina reflecting its distinctive evolutionary history. Features that are diagnostically
vertebrate, mammalian, or primate will be noted when they
highlight the special attributes of human vision. This chapter
reviews the functional anatomy of primate and mammalian
neural retinas in the context of discoveries that have revolutionized our understanding of the retinal cells and their associations (Box 122.1). The details of most of these discoveries are
beyond the scope of this chapter but the era of purely descriptive
neuroanatomy is past and new molecular, physiological, and
connective contexts accompany descriptions of cell class. New
technologies have revolutionized cell visualization and analysis,
including cell specific reporter gene expression,9 ballistic
labeling,10 and more. This knowledge is more than academic, as
studies of animal models of human disease have revealed new
dynamics in retinal neuroanatomy.11,12 Neurodegenerative
brain disorders and some slow photoreceptor degenerations
similarly involve protein misfolding and proteasome stress.13 In
retina, as in brain, this stress induces anomalous neural rewiring.
Ultimately, devising interventions that ameliorate vision
impairment in macular degeneration, retinitis pigmentosa (RP),
glaucoma, or vasculopathies will require in-depth understanding of the molecular nuances of contact specificity, signaling,
cell form, and cell patterning in the retina.

THE EVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT
INTRODUCTION
Molecular biology has added new rigor to comparative biology.
It is now clear that the mammalian retina reflects a major
evolutionary reduction in neuronal diversity and a simpler
structure than those of most other vertebrates. The genetics of
that reduction is linked to an array of inherited eye defects.
Every distinctive mammalian feature has been shaped by an
evolutionary bottleneck that occurred over 200 million years
(MY) ago in the late Triassic/early Jurassic as stem radiations of
therapsid reptiles gave rise to early mammals (Fig. 122.3). This
included the collapse of the ancestral mammalian axial
skeleton, cranium, and visual system.
This sequence from early amniotes to mammals is the most
fully documented of the major transitions in vertebrate
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FIGURE 122.2. Visualization of GABA (red), glycine (green), and
glutamate (blue) signals in the primate retina. Glutamate signals are
enriched in rods, cones, BCs, and GCs. Glycine signals are
preferentially enriched in a subset of ACs with sparse terminals. GABA
signals are expressed by a large subset of ACs with widely distributed
terminals. Mixed GABA–glutamate magenta signals are expressed by
a subset of BCs in some primates. MCs express little or no glutamate,
GABA or glycine and appear black. Each of these signatures can be
resolved in the IPL as synaptic terminals or processes from each of
these cell classes (inset). The image is 0.9 mm wide.
© REM 2005.
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BOX 122.1 Key advances in retinal anatomy in the
past decade

FIGURE 122.1. Cellular elements of the parafoveal primate retina
(vertical plane, left panel; serial horizontal planes 1–7 at right).
Schematics of cells are layered onto a computationally enhanced
toluidine blue thin section of baboon retina (http://prometheus.med.
utah.edu/imagery.html) taken at ~10° eccentricity. The vascular supply
for the sensory retina distal to the ELM is formed by the choroid (CH)
and the choriocapillaris (CC), apposed to the basal surface of the RPE.
Black cells in the CH are resident melanocytes; RPE cells contain dark
melanosomes. The vascular supply for the neural retina proximal to the
ELM is formed by capillary nets in the horizontal cell layer (HCL),
amacrine cell layer (ACL) and distal GCL. Capillary lumens are marked
with asterisks. Rod and cone outer segments (ros, cos) form a discrete
layer (OSL) and abut the apical face of the RPE. Rod and cone inner
segments extend to the OPL where they form their synaptic terminals:
rod spherules and cone pedicles. Cones (tinted red, green, and blue)
contact sets of ON and OFF BCs and the somas of HCs (e.g., H1 HCs),
while rods (white) contact only rod BCs and the axon terminals of HCs
(H1ATs). Cones distal to the ELM are gently tilted in the periphery
proportional to their displacement from the visual axis. It is thought that
they ‘point’ toward the nodal point of the eye at all eccentricities. The
slight curvature is a defect of tissue processing. Cone BCs send their
axons into the IPL to contact specific classes of cone GCs, while rod
BCs contact rod-specific ACs. The INL in primate retina can be clearly
divided into discrete HC, BC, MC and AC layers (HCL, BCL, MCL,
ACL). The IPL is segmented into sublayers specific for the output
synapses of OFF cone BCs (sublayer a), ON cone BCs (sublayer b), and
rod BCs (sublayer c). The supporting glial MCs span the neural retina
from the ELM to the inner limiting membrane (ILM), sealing the optic
fiber layer (OFL) and GC layer (GCL) from the vitreous. Right: Seven
horizontal plane views of the primate retina viewed as 30 mm µ 30 mm
patches. Panel 1: cone myoids in the foveola at the level ELM. Panel 2:
cone and rod myoids at ~10° in the periphery with a Bayer-filter overlay
(see text). Panel 3: Panel 2: cone and rod myoids at ~10° in the
periphery. Panel 4: Rod spherules (cyan) interspersed with cone axons
(red–yellow). Panel 5: Cone pedicles (red–yellow) surround by processes
of rod BC and HC axon processes. Panel 6: HCL. H1 HCs (yellow); H2
HCs (bright green); rod BCs (blue, r); MCs (black, m). Panel 7: GCL.
Midget GCs (Blue, M), parasol GCs (Cyan, P), starburst ACs (s, yellow).
All images are at the same scale and each square is 30 mm wide.
Ç REM 2006.

•

The assembly of a nearly complete cellular catalog

•

The assembly of a primitive catalog of transcriptional
regulators of cell phenotype

•

New connectivity implications of primate VP gene evolution

•

Neuronal phototransduction in melanopsin-expressing GCs

•

Neural plasticity in the developing and mature retina

•

Circuitry remodeling in retinal disease

•

Extensive molecular understanding of the diversity, function
and cellular dispositions of

•

•

•

glutamate-gated AMPA, KA, NMDA, and mGluR
receptors

•

GABA-activated and glycine-activated receptors

•

glutamate, GABA, glycine, and anion transporters

•

calcium channels, CNG channels, other ion channels

•

connexins

Resources of particular value
•

Oyster. The Human Eye. 1999 Raven Press. A wonderful,
readable and comprehensive book on functional anatomy
of the human eye

•

The Visual Neurosciences Vols 1 and 2 (Chalupa and
Werner, eds), MIT Press. 2004 A detailed treatment of
visual system signaling structures and mechanisms

Webvision: http://webvision.med.utah.edu. A comprehensive
and dynamic resource.

evolution. The entire skeleton was modified, as was the soft
anatomy, behavior, and physiology down to the level of cellular
metabolism. Many of these changes are demonstrated, either
directly or indirectly, through the fossil record.14
The adoption of a nocturnal, fossorial, and insectivorous
niches by early mammals triggered the loss of over half the
retinal neuron phenotypes still manifested by extant nonmammalians (Tables 122.1 and 122.2). The dominant visual
stream was switched from the color-rich nonmammalian
collothalamic stream (retina ˜ tectum ˜ N. rotundus ˜
ectostriatum) to the largely achromatic lemnothalamic stream
(retina ˜ lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) ˜ striate cortex).
Further, the widespread epithalamic (pineal and parapineal
parietal) pathways disappeared in mammals as functional photosensitive systems. The following sections summarize the major
evolutionary revisions of mammalian and primate retinas.
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FIGURE 122.3. Spectral mixtures of rods and cones mapped on the evolution of the major vertebrate taxa. Solid lines indicate a continuous
fossil record; dashes indicate gaps. Cone LWS, cone SWS1 and rod RH1 VPs (see text) evolved early and were likely expressed by Cambrian
ancestors of the lampreys (Group Hyperoartia, yellow cone, blue cone, and green rod icons). These pigments were extensively diversified during
the evolution of the Osteichthyes to include LWS cones (red icons), RH2 cones (green icons), SWS1 cones (blue icons), and SWS2 UV cones
(violet icons), as well as rods. This diversity persists in modern descendent groups (Amphibia, Reptilia, Aves). With the evolution of mammals at
200–240 MY BP (million years before present, arrow), the RH2 and SWS2 systems were lost. Roughly 20 MY BP (arrow), trichromatic primates
evolved a new green pigment from the LWS system. C, Cambrian; O, Ordivician; S, Silurian; D, Devonian; Cm, Carboniferous Mississippian; Cp,
Carboniferous Pennsylvanian; P, Permian; Tr, Triassic; J, Jurassic; K, Cretaceous; T, Tertiary.
© REM 2004.
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TABLE 122.1. Retinal Attributes of the 7 Vertebrate Classes and Primates
Cl
Hyperoartia
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Cl
Chondrichthyes

Cl
Osteichthyes

Cl
Amphibia

Cl
Reptilia

Cl
Aves

Cl
Mammalia

Order
Primates

Divergence MY

< 500

450

417

500

500

500

200

200

Cone classes

3

0–2 ?

3–7

4

3–7

3–7

0–2

2–3

Rod classes

1

1

1

1–2

1–2

1

1

1

Rod pathway

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Indirect

Indirect

Neuronal classes

?

?

>120

>100

>100

>100

50–60

50–60

Distinct ACs, or foveas

0

0

0–1

0–1

0–1

0–2

0–1

1

Intraretinal vessels

—

—

—

—

—

—

+

+

Pineal / parietal organs

1

1

1

2

2

1

0

0

Divergence is the time in millions of years (MY) before present that the taxon is clearly identified in the fossil record. Cone classes are defined by combined opsin
expression and structural phenotype. Neuronal classes are identified by morphology.

TABLE 122.2. Neuronal Diversity in Selected Mammals Compared with a Teleost Fish
Goldfish

Mouse

Cat

Rabbit

Macaque

Human

Cone classes

7

2

2

2

3

3

Cone chromatypes

7

2

2

2

2

2

Cone visual pigments

4

2

2

2

3

3

Horizontal cells

4

1

2

2

3

3

Bipolar cells

~20

~10

~12

~12

~12

~12

Amacrine cells

>70

?

?

~30

?

?

Ganglion cells

>20

?

~20

>15

?

?
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THE REEVOLVED MAMMALIAN ROD CIRCUIT
Mammalian rod circuits represent a complex revision of
ancestral scotopic vision. The primary mammalian rod pathways are now well understood as the following stream4,15–18:

SECTION 3

rods ˜ rod BC ˜ rod (AII) AC ˜ cone BCs ˜ cone GCs
Remarkably, this pathway loops back into cone pathways after
traversing the entire retina. It has no known antecedent in
any other vertebrate group. In most nonmammalians, rods
and cones share BCs and scotopic paths to the brain are direct:
rods ˜ BCs ˜ GCs˜ CNS.19 The mammalian rod AC must
have developed from an extant but still unknown nonmammalian sister cell. The molecular genetics of rod pathway
development,20–22 especially comparative patterns of transcriptional regulation and growth factor signaling across vertebrates,
is likely the key to discovering how the rod circuit lost direct
access to GCs. That knowledge may be central in learning how
to repair wiring anomalies in retinal degenerations.

REDUCTION OF THE IMAGE-FORMING CONE
COHORT TO TWO TYPES: LWS AND SWS1
Old-world primate retinas express three cone classes: redsensitive, green-sensitive, and blue-sensitive or R, G, B cones
(Box 122.2). The massive loss of cones and reduction in cone
diversity was the prelude to creating a predominantly nocturnal
retina. Some mechanism must have repressed cone progenitor
proliferation and enhanced rod progenitor expansion. Again,
this history is not merely of academic interest, since defects in
these genes are associated with eye degenerations. In most
nonmammalians (>95% of all vertebrate species), color-coding
pathways are constructed from 3 to 6 structurally distinct
cone types predominantly expressing one of 3–4 cone visual
pigment (VP) genes,23 as well as many distinctive neurons that
selectively contact those classes. Each cone is a member of a
chromatype: a phenotype complex that includes genes for
cone shape, patterning, and connectivity in addition to VP
expression. It would not be surprising if red and green cone
phenotypes in nonmammalians differed in expressions of tens-

BOX 122.2 Issues in naming cones

4

•

Two schemes have been used: RGB (red, green, blue) and
LMS (long-, mid-, and short-wave)

•

The LMS system denotes a cone’s relative spectral peak to
avoid confusion between perceptual names (red, green, blue)
and VP absorption peaks (yellow-green, green, violet)

•

The LMS system is adequate for mammals, but is awkward
for nonmammalian species that express four cone VPs and
up to seven chromatypes

•

A rich tradition of primate CNS physiology exploits the RGB
terminology

•

The LMS system can be confused with VP gene groups:
primate L and M cones are group LWS cones; fish L and M
cones are group LWS and Rh2 cones, respectively

•

Perceptual channels initiated by RGB cones do match color
names well

•

Increment threshold spectral sensitivities of trichromatic
primates show three peaks: 610 nm (orange-red), 535 nm
(green), and 430 nm (blue), each primarily driven by R, G, or
B cones

to-hundreds of genes. In contrast, primate red and green cone
phenotypes may differ in only one gene: the VP.
Mammals, including primates, express cone VPs derived
from two primordial gene groups (long-wave (LWS) and shortwave (SWS1) systems) yielding retinas with two cone chromatypes: green-yellow and violet-blue absorbing. SWS1 cones
differ from LWS cones in timing of developmental emergence,
spatial patterning, subtleties of shape (in primates) and
connectivity.24–26 Within the past 30–40 MY, a gene duplication
event resulted in the formation of a tandem head-to-tail array
of red (l max ~ 560 nm) and green (l max ~530 nm) pigment
genes on the primate X chromosome.27 Historically, primate red
and green cones have been viewed as the initiators of separate
color channels, with separate connectivities leading to hardwired color-opponent neural assemblies at the GC level. This
deterministic model is now in doubt; a stochastic process likely
controls whether a cone stably expresses green or red pigment.28
Thus it is difficult to see how pathway-specific genes could be
specifically coupled to a green or red phenotype. All mammals
may express only two image-forming cone chromatypes and
this would reduce the required diversity of retinal neurons and
the number of neuron types.
The full set of cone chromatypes may not yet be in hand.
Recently, a sparse, orderly population of novel cones has been
described in mouse retina that exclusively expresses a vesicular
glutamate transporter type vGlut2.29 Further, a small set of
human cones has been shown to express melanopsin, a novel
photosensitive pigment.30

REDUCTION OF NEURONAL DIVERSITY
Over half of the retinal neuron classes expressed by nonmammalians have been lost in the mammalian retina
(Table 122.1), including many cone-driven HC, BC, AC, and
GCs. In addition to expressing more than three cone chromatypes, some nonmammalians possess as many as four HC,
>20 BC and >70 AC classes (Table 122.2). Further, there are
likely at least four classes of IPCs in teleost fishes31 and none
of their homologs have been identified in mammals. Most
teleost IPCs evolved fairly recently; i.e., they are apomorphic.
However, glycinergic IPCs are expressed by pre- and postosteichthyan vertebrates and are thus ancient.31 But they are
absent in mammals. While tools to precisely classify all
neuronal classes are still emerging, it is clear that the
mammalian retina represents a reduced set of antecedent
neuron classes that have persisted in other taxa.

APPARENT LOSS OF NEURAL RENEWAL
MECHANISMS
One of the more remarkable features of many nonmammalian
retinas is the persistence of neuronal progenitor cells in the eye
throughout life, near the retina and perhaps in the retina. In
fishes, rod progenitor cells are known to be able to migrate far
from the progenitor-rich ciliary marginal zone, a torus some
10–20 cells thick interposed between the termination of the
retina and the ciliary epithelium.32 The amphibian marginal
zone is similar and some urodele amphibians can regenerate
an entire retina at any point in life. There is also evidence
that new photoreceptors and retinal neurons can replace
damaged patches in mature fish retinas and that glial Müller
cells (MCs) can proliferate and may even become neuroprogenitor cells. The mammalian retina lacks these robust processes, as far as is known though small clusters of potential
neuroprogenitor cells have been found at the mammalian
retinal margin.33
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NEW RETINAL ENERGETICS AND
VASCULARIZATION
The success of the mammals was largely due to the emergence
of a lightweight vascularized skeleton, a more space-efficient
cortical expansion, endothermy, and improved respiratory and
vascular systems.14 The mammalian retina is the only truly
vascularized retina.1 However, this bias toward high mitochondrial energy supply engages several risks. The first is poor
tolerance of low oxygen tensions. Aquatic species, even those
that demand high oxygen levels (e.g., salmonids), are also
remarkably resistant to both hypoxia (a common event in fresh
water environments) and hyperoxia.34 The neural retinas of
turtles and tortoises are thick, contain perhaps triple the
number of neuronal classes as mammals, have complex
chromatic processing and high-acuity fovea-like specializations,
but are robust in hypoxic settings. Second, the mammalian
dependence on high-speed blood gas and metabolite transport
via fine capillary networks in the OPL and IPL entails
significant light scattering and demands that MCs play an
active role in retinal homeostasis by investing the endothelial
layer in the same manner as protoplasmic astrocytes in brain.1
Finally, the unique vascularization of the mammalian retina
also exposes it to the danger of renewed angiogenesis.

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF RETINAL
STRUCTURE
THE LAYOUT OF THE NEURAL RETINA
The retina is designed to do two things; sample the torrent of
photons in the retinal image plane and edit the neural signals
produced by photoreceptors into several sets of filtered neural
images.1 This requires a large number of sensory cells, neurons,
glia, and supporting epithelia and vasculature. Like most brain
nuclei, the retina is a lattice of neurons framed by glia and sealed
from its supporting vasculature (Fig. 122.1). At the outer (distal,
sclerad) retinal margin (Box 122.3), the retinal pigmented
epithelium (RPE) forms coupled, high-resistance basolateral
barrier between the endothelia of the choroicapillaris and the
outer segments of the photoreceptors next to the RPE apical
face. At the inner (proximal, vitread) retinal margin, the end feet
of MCs and sparse astrocytes in the optic fiber layer form an
intermediate junction seal between neural retina and vitreous.
Between these two seals, vascularized mammalian retinas
contain four dense capillary nets; two bordering the inner
nuclear layer (INL) and two bordering the ganglion cell layer
(GCL).1 The retina is functionally partitioned into outer sensory
and inner neural layers. The sensory layer is composed of rod
and cone photoreceptors, surrounded by distal MC processes.
Similar to other high-gain sensory systems, the sensory layer is
separated by the external limiting membrane (ELM) into
ionically distinct distal and proximal extracellular compartments.
The ELM is a precise border of macromolecule-impermeant

BOX 122.3 Glossary of orientations
Term
Sclerad ˜ Vitread
Outer ˜ Inner
Distal ˜ Proximal
Vertical ˜
Horizontal

Reference Object
Layers of the eye,
outside ˜ inside
Layers of the eye,
outside ˜ inside
Distance from the
CNS, far˜ near
Image plane, normal
˜ parallel

Use
Global location in
the eye
Fine tissue layering
Position along a
neural chain
Histologic plane of
view

intermediate-junctions between MCs and photoreceptors (Fig.
122.1). The ELM and the basolateral tight junctions of the RPE
delimit the subretinal space; a dynamic regime transited by high
fluxes of water, oxygen, bicarbonate, protons, inorganic ions,
sugars, amino acids, osmolytes, and retinoids. The part of the
MC proximal to the ELM is responsible for regulating a similar
array of moieties in the neural retina, in addition to critical
recycling of carbon skeletons derived from synaptic overflow of
glutamate and GABA.3 MCs ensheath the entire neural retina,
comprising ~30% of the INL in the primate central retina and
up to 50% in the far periphery.35 This vertical view masks the
elegant spatial tiling of the retina. At the level of the ELM in the
foveola, an array of ~160 000/mm2 cone myoids sample visual
space with apertures of <2 mm each (Fig. 122.1, panel 1). In the
near periphery, where cone density drops to ~9000/mm2
(Fig. 122.1, panels 1 and 3) large cone apertures are evenly
distributed in a matrix of rods that have nearly the same density
as foveolar cones, i.e., 150 000/mm2. The same field is also
shown with a scale overlay of a Bayer-style filter2 for colorimaging chips, with a conventional 7.5 mm pixel size (Fig.
122.1, panel 2). This fine screen of rod and cone apertures is
remapped into separate arrays of rod and cone synaptic
terminals (Fig. 122.1, panels 4 and 5). Because rod spherules are
so large (>2 mm diameter), they cannot be packed into a single
plane and, at this eccentricity, are stacked four deep, just distal
to the layer. Some extracellular matrix mechanism may control
this precise lamination. Foveolar cones have long axons (fibers
of Henle) that spray out like an aster from the central foveola
and array their pedicles into a ring packed edge-to-edge in a
single tile layer. As the cone density drops, the tile spacing
increases and in the periphery the cone pedicle mosaic roughly
maps onto the myoid mosaic. Just beneath the pedicles, diverse
classes of HCs and BCs form rough patterns to cover image
space (Fig. 122.1, panel 6), ultimately converging on a complex
tiling of GCs (Fig. 122.1, panel 7).

CHAPTER 122

Functional Anatomy of the Neural Retina

BASIC NEURONAL PHENOTYPES
There are two major retinal neuron phenotypes; sensory neurons
and multipolar neurons. The sensory neuron phenotype
includes rods, cones, and BCs (Fig. 122.1), all of which display
essential attributes of a polarized epithelium.36 Cells of the
sensory phenotype possess the following distinctive features:
• Ciliary apical and secretory basal specializations
characteristic of polarized epithelium
• Apical poles specialized as photoreceptor outer
segments or BC dendrites
• G-protein coupled receptor-mediated transduction (e.g.,
photoreceptors and ON BCs)
• Basal poles specialized as a single axon terminating in a
secretory synaptic ending
• Synaptic release driven by high-capacity ribbon-assisted
vesicle fusion
• A glutamatergic phenotype
The multipolar neuron phenotype includes ACs, AxCs, and
GCs and these display classic projection or local circuit neuron
features:
• Ovoid somas with weak apical–basal polarization
• One to many primary dendrites arising from one
hemisphere of the cell
• One or more classical axons in many cell types
• Both axons and dendrites can form many synaptic sites
• Synaptic release driven by low-capacity conventional
vesicle fusion
• ACs tend to be GABAergic or glycinergic
• GCs are predominantly glutamatergic
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HCs have no clear homology to either bipolar or multipolar
cells and been provisionally designated their own phenotype.
Though HCs appear multipolar, express iGuRs, and respond
directly to photoreceptors, they have a number of anomalous
features:
• Few or no defined presynaptic sites
• Unresolved synaptic signaling mechanisms
• Nonspiking axons that appear longer than their cable
space constant
• Direct contact with capillaries
• Unresolved neurotransmitter phenotypes
• Intermediate filament expression characteristic of glia

SECTION 3

SIGNALING MECHANISMS
Neurons encode their voltage signals as changing rates of
neurotransmitter release and decode incoming neurotransmitter signals via transmembrane receptors. Neurotransmitter
systems of the vertebrate retina have been extensively
reviewed3,6,37 and will be summarized only briefly. Many types
of vertebrate sensory neurons use ribbon synapses37 for high
rates of tonic release, while multipolar neurons use conventional synapses.37 Photoreceptors and BCs are glutamatergic
neurons and use ribbon synapses for release. Each photoreceptor uses a single specialized presynaptic terminal
containing on the thousands of vesicles and ribbon-associated
vesicle fusion sites that mobilize a smaller releasable pool of
vesicles.18 Rods contain one or two ribbon sites38 and large
primate cones contain ~20–50. BCs use branched axon
terminals that contain similarly large numbers of ribbon
synapses. The ribbon is a mechanism for collecting vesicles
at high density near the membrane fusion active zone and
such synapses are capable of sustained fusion at 500–2000
vesicles/s.39 In general, ACs are either GABAergic or glycinergic
neurons and use conventional synapses for release. Each AC cell
contains hundreds of small presynaptic assemblies ranging in
size from 10 to 1000 vesicles and specialized for low release
rates (20–100 vesicles/s).40 GCs are generally glutamatergic,
project to central targets and use conventional synapses.1,3 The
diversity of coding and signaling mechanisms is summarized in
Boxes 122.4 and 122.5. We are still untangling the molecular
mechanisms of these processes. For example, four different
glutamate subunit genes (GluR1–4) produce many posttranslationally modified proteins that can apparently associate
in any stoichiometry, generating AMPA receptors with different
glutamate affinities, conductances, kinetics, and co-protein
associations.3 Box 122.5 summarizes the ionic mechanisms
mediated by the major signaling pathways in the retina.

THE NEURON SET AND ITS CONNECTIVITY

6

Box 122.6 summarizes the neuronal classes in the mammalian
retina. Signals from rods and cones diverge to at least 10
distinct BC classes (4) and thence into ~15 GC42,43 and ~30
AC classes.44 Ultimately, photoreceptor signals drive at least
15 distinct synaptic chains of neurons representing different
filtered versions of the visual world. Each of these chains
represents a distinct class of sampling unit with biases toward
various stimulus qualities.
Each retinal neuron collects photoreceptor signals from
specific synaptic chains. GCs collect direct signals from cone
˜ BC ˜ GC vertical channels and indirect signals that pass
through lateral channels containing HC or AC elements
(Fig. 122.4). This collection of vertical and lateral signals is
combined by the target neuron to form its receptive field: a
response waveform Í stimulus map. In the simplest receptive
fields, a patch of light generates a single response polarity, such

BOX 122.4 Encoding molecules and decoding
molecules
Many different small transmitter molecules are used to encode
retinal signals:
•

Glutamate is used by photoreceptors and BCs for fast
vertical channel signaling
• GABA is used by AC subsets for fast lateral inhibition,
usually within IPL strata
• Glycine is used by AC subsets for fast lateral inhibition,
usually across IPL strata
• Acetylcholine (ACh) is used starburst ACs for fast lateral
excitation within IPL strata
• Dopamine (DA) is used by large AxCs for slow
modulation events
• Nitric oxide is used by many cells and certain AxCs for
slow modulation events
• Peptides are produced by both ACs and AxCs for
modulatory signaling
• Melatonin is produced by photoreceptors in a diurnal
pattern
Different macromolecules are used to decode retinal signals and
most cells express more than one:
• All cells express ionotropic (iGluR) and/or metabotropic
(mGluR) glutamate receptors
• mGluR6 receptors are fast, high-gain, and sign-inverting
group C mGluRs (ON BCs)
• AMPA receptors are fast, medium-gain, and signconserving iGluRs (OFF BCs, HCs, ACs, GCs)
• KA receptors fast, high-gain, and sign-conserving iGluRs
(OFF BCs)
• NMDA receptors are slow, low-gain, and sign-conserving
iGluRs (some ACs, most GCs)
• GABAA ionotropic receptors are fast, low-gain, and signinverting (BCs, ACs, GCs)
• GABAB metabotropic receptors are slow, high-gain, and
sign-inverting (mostly BCs)
• GABAC ionotropic receptors are slow, high-gain, and
usually sign-inverting (mostly BCs)
• Gly ionotropic receptors are fast, low-gain, and signinverting (BCs, ACs, GCs)
• nACh receptors are fast, high-gain, and sign-conserving
(GC subsets)
• mAch receptors are slow, high-gain, and usually signinverting (AC subsets)
• DA1 receptors are very slow, low-gain, and usually
increase cAMP levels in many cells
• DA2 receptors are very slow, high-gain, and usually
decrease cAMP levels in many cells
• Nitric oxide activates soluble guanyl cyclase and raises
cGMP levels in many cells

as cone responses to small spots. Most BCs and GCs possess
concentric center–surround receptive fields,45 where vertical
channels drive a center response and lateral channels generate
annular surrounds of opposite polarity (Fig. 122.5). More
complex fields encode time-dependent events.

PHOTORECEPTORS – STAGE 1 OF THE
VERTICAL CHANNEL
The primate retina possesses three image-forming photoreceptor
chromatypes.
• Rods express the RH1 opsin group VP 499, have a
unique rod structural phenotype, and selectively
contact rod BCs and HC axon terminals.
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BOX 122.5 Five major signaling mechanisms

BOX 122.6 Retinal neuron phenotypes

•

Metabotropic photoreceptor >i ON BC signaling
Glutamate released by photoreceptors binds to mGluR6 and
initiates a G protein signal cascade thought to lead to the
closure of nonselective cation channels permeant to Na+, K+,
Ca2+, and Mg2+. As photoreceptors hyperpolarize,
intrasynaptic glutamate levels drop and unbound mGluR6
becomes permissive of cation channel opening, increasing
Dg and depolarizing ON BCs through an inward cation
current.

1.

•

Ionotropic photoreceptor > HC and OFF BC signaling, BCs
> AC and GC signaling
Glutamate released by photoreceptors or BCs binds to
iGluRs and initiates the opening of nonselective cation
channels, increasing Dg and depolarizing target cells through
inward cation currents. As photoreceptors or BCs
hyperpolarize, intrasynaptic glutamate levels drop, unbound
iGluRs gate cation channel closure and hyperpolarize target
neurons.

•

Ionotropic AC >i BC, AC, and GC signaling
GABA or glycine release from ACs binds to ionotropic GABA
or glycine receptors and initiates the opening of a
nonselective anion channel (Cl– is the prime permeant),
increasing Dg and hyperpolarizing target cells through inward
anion currents. When these currents are large, they constitute
hyperpolarizing inhibition. Unlike cation conductances, anion
conductances often operate near the chloride equilibrium
potential and polarization changes may be small. Even so, Dg
may be large, constituting shunting inhibition.

•

•

Metabotropic AC > BC and GC signaling
GABA release from ACs binds to metabotropic GABA
receptors and initiates a G protein signal cascade thought to
lead to (1) a desensitization of the voltage sensitivity of BC
synaptic Ca2+ channels, depressing glutamate release or (2)
opening of voltage-gate K+ channels, increasing Dg and
hyperpolarizing target cells through outward K+ currents.
Gap junction signaling
Gap junctions composed of connexin rafts permit direct signconserving current flow between pairs of identical
(homocellular coupling) or different (heterocellular coupling)
neuron classes. Slow signals (dopamine, NO) can modulate
connexin conductance.

• Blue cones express the SWS1 opsin group VP 420, have a
subtle but unique blue cone morphology, contact cone
BCs and HCs, with a strong preference for a blue ON BC.
• Red and green cones express VP 530 or VP 560 from
the LWS opsin group, are structurally indistinguishable
from each other, contact cone BCs and HCs, but avoid
the blue ON BC.
Rod and cone photoreceptors are complex, polarized sensory
neurons (Fig. 122.6) whose structures and biologies are detailed
in the following chapter. Peripheral primate rods and cones
are cylindrical cells ~70–80 mm long, each possessing a sensory
outer segment ~10–30 mm long (species-dependent) and a
larger, neuron-like inner segment. Rods and cones exhibit significant functional similarity to fiber optics and ‘guide’ captured
photons. Primate rod outer segments and the optically active
inner segment portion have a diameter of ~1.5 mm. Large
diurnal or crepuscular mammals such as primates have large
cones with optically active inner segment diameters of
~5–7 mm, yielding a large photon-capture cross section. In contrast, both rods and cones of mouse are small and ~1–2 mm in

2.

3.

The Sensory Neuron Phenotype (bipolar shape, ribbonbased vesicle fusion)
1.1. Photoreceptors (VP family = class)
1.1.1. Red/Green Cones (Stochastic LWS VP530 or
LWS VP560, 1 class)
1.1.2. Blue Cones (SWS1 VP 410, 1 class)
1.1.3. Rods (RH1 VP499, 1 class)
1.2. Bipolar Cells
1.2.1. ON Bipolar Cells (mGluR6 expression)
1.2.1.1. Rod ON Bipolar Cells (1 class)
1.2.1.2. Blue Cone ON Bipolar Cells (1 class)
1.2.1.3. RGB Cone ON Bipolar Cells
1.2.1.3.1. Midget ON Bipolar Cells
(1 class)
1.2.1.3.2. Diffuse ON Bipolar Cells
(~3 or more classes)
1.2.2. OFF Bipolar Cells (iGluR expression)
1.2.2.1. RG or RGB Cone OFF Bipolar Cells
1.2.2.2. Midget OFF Bipolar Cells (1 class)
1.2.2.3. Diffuse OFF Bipolar Cells (~3 or
more classes)
The Multipolar Neuron Phenotype
2.1. Projection Cells (axon-bearing, spiking)
2.1.1. Ganglion Cells (>15 classes)
2.1.2. Association Cells (>6 classes)
2.2. Local Circuit Neurons
2.2.1. Lateral Amacrine Cells (mostly GABAergic,
20–25 classes)
2.2.2. Vertical Amacrine Cells (mostly Glycinergic,
5–10 classes)
The Horizontal Cell Phenotype (2–3 classes)

optical diameter. The outer segment is an expansion of the
membrane enclosing single nonmotile cilium to form hundreds
to thousands of rod disks or cone lamellae specialized for
photon capture and signal transduction. The cilium provides
microtubule-based bidirectional transport of cytosolic proteins.
The dominant membrane proteins, opsins, are delivered to
nascent discs and lamellae via a targeted vesicle fusion pathway
surrounding the cilium. Just proximal to the cilium is the
ellipsoid region of the photoreceptor; an array of longitudinally
oriented mitochondria providing high rates of ATP production
for visual transduction and Na+/K+ ATPase in the inner
segment. Primate cone ellipsoids are ~6–8 mm in diameter and
~12 mm long (a gross volume of ~340 fL), precisely positioned
in a single band centered ~8 mm distal to the ELM in peripheral
retina. Primate rod ellipsoids are 20-fold smaller in volume.
In contrast, both mouse rod and cone ellipsoids are small
and similar to primate rods.46 This is an important neuroanatomical distinction. First, the energetics of mouse cones are
likely specialized for use in crepuscular contexts, rather than
the high bleach rates of the noon-time savannah. Second, as the
mouse model has become a key tool for understanding human
retinal disease, these energetic differences associated with cone
size may be relevant to interpreting disease progression. Mouse
cones appear quite susceptible to indirect or bystander killing in
some retinal degenerations,11,47 while human cones seem much
more resistant.
The component of most relevance to this chapter is the
photoreceptor synaptic terminal (Fig. 122.7). Mammalian rod
synaptic terminals are termed spherules and are spheroids of
~2 mm in diameter. Each rod axon terminates in a single
spherule containing thousands of synaptic vesicles, one or two
synaptic ribbons that serve as vesicle tethering stations next to
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FIGURE 122.4. The basic cone-driven elements of the retina. Vertical
channels are formed by cone ˜ BC ˜ GC chains. Cones (C) are
presynaptic (arrows) to ON BCs via sign-inverting (!) mGluR6
receptors, OFF BCs via sign-conserving (") KA receptors, and HCs
via sign-conserving AMPA receptors. ON BCs and OFF BCs drive
matched ON ACs/GCs and OFF ACs/GCs via sign-conserving AMPA
and NMDA receptors. Surround channels are formed by HCs in the
OPL and ACs in the IPL. HCs are coupled into homocellular networks
by gap junctions (resistor symbol) and engage in feedback onto cones
and feedforward onto BCs. The mechanisms of these feedback
schemes are not well understood (see text), but it has been argued
that HC ˜ cone signaling could be ephaptic (#), rather than
transmitter-mediated. GABAergic ACs dominate feedback and
feedforward in the IPL via sign-inverting synapses, usually of complex
receptor composition. AC ˜ BC signaling is dominated by GABAC
receptors, while AC ˜ GC and AC ˜ AC signaling are dominated by
GABAA receptors.
© REM 2006.
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the vesicle fusion sites of the spherule presynaptic membrane,40
many multivesicular bodies thought to represent synaptic
vesicle recycling pathways, and apparently one mitochondrion.
The glutamate signal from each rod spherule’s synaptic vesicle
release is ‘sampled’ by two to four fine rod BC dendritic
processes and one to four lobular HC axon terminal processes.40
Mammalian cone synaptic terminals are termed pedicles,
and they have the shape of an architectural pediment, with a
2 mm axon at the peak widening to a base width of >5 mm in
primates. Each cone axon terminates in a single pedicle
containing many thousands of synaptic vesicles, ~50 or more
synaptic ribbons,48 multivesicular bodies, and a larger mitochondrial volume than rods. The glutamate signal from each
ribbon site is sampled by several cone BC and HC dendrites,
and each cone pedicle in this is sampled by hundreds of
dendrites from 8 to 12 different cell classes.
There is weak electrical coupling mediated by small gap
junctions between the pedicles of neighboring cones, between
spherules of neighboring rods, and between cone pedicles and
rod spherules, mediated by connexin36.49–52 Rod–cone coupling
(Fig. 122.8) allows rod signals to enter the cone pathway at high
scotopic levels. Coupling also occurs between pairs of cones.
Evidence from the dichromatic ground squirrel show that LWS
green and SWS1 blue cones do not form G–B coupled pairs,

FIGURE 122.5. GC center-surround receptive fields. GCs at the left
view a brief light pulse (white band, elevated profile) in their receptive
field centers. This elicits a hyperpolarizing voltage in illuminated cones
and connected OFF BCs and HCs via sign-conserving synapses (");
mGluR6 receptors invert (!) the signal in ON BCs, producing a
depolarization. ON BCs synaptically depolarize ON GCs and elicit
spiking. Concurrently, OFF BCs synaptically hyperpolarize OFF GCs
and inhibit spiking. GCs at the right view a brief light pulse in their
receptive field surrounds. Responses from distant cones propagate
decrementally through the HC layer and reach nonilluminated center
cones and their connected BCs. Sign-inverting HC ˜ cone and
HC ˜ OFF BC signals lead to a small depolarization in OFF BCs;
sign-conserving HC ˜ OFF BC signals lead to a small hyperpolarization
in ON BCs. Thus HCs create opponent surrounds in BCs. These are
passed directly to GCs, so that surround light, with a small delay (arrows),
excites OFF GCs and inhibits ON GCs. Matched ACs mediate the same
pattern of surround signals in the IPL. In summary, bright centers and
dark surrounds excite ON center cells, while dark centers and bright
surrounds excite OFF center cells.
© REM 2006.

whereas G–G pairs are common.53 Similarly, red and green
cones are coupled extensively in macacque.54

BCS – STAGE 2 OF THE VERTICAL CHANNEL
Primates display at least 10 distinct BC classes (Figs 122.9 and
122.10).
• dB1 cone BCs (OFF) may contact all cones and express
KA/AMPA receptors
• dB2 cone BCs (OFF) may contact only red/green cones
and express KA receptors
• dB3 cone BCs (OFF) may contact all cone classes and
express AMPA receptors
• OFF midget BCs contact red, green, or blue cones and
express KA/AMPA receptors
• dB4 cone BCs (ON) seem to contact all cone classes
and express mGluR6 receptors
• dB5 cone BCs (ON) seem to contact all cone classes
and express mGluR6 receptors
• dB6 cone BCs (ON) seem to contact all cone classes
and express mGluR6 receptors
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• ON midget BCs contact either red or green cones and
express mGluR6 receptors
• Blue cone BCs (ON) contact blue cones and express the
mGluR6 receptor
• Rod BCs (ON) contact only rods and express the
mGluR6 receptor
BC cells effectively copy photoreceptor signals, mix cone
channels, and produce the essential functional dichotomy of all
vertebrate retinas: ON and OFF channels.4 ON BCs respond to
light onset with sustained nonspiking depolarizations,45 display
long axons that extend deep into the proximal half of the IPL
(known as sublamina b) and slender invaginating dendrites that
preferentially terminate near the synaptic ribbons of rod and
cone photoreceptors.18,56–58 OFF BCs respond to light onset with
sustained nonspiking hyperpolarizations, display short axons

a

b

FIGURE 122.7. Electron micrographs of rod and cone synapses with
HC and BC processes. Left, The invaginating synapse of a rod
spherule. The rod vesicle fusion apparatus is composed of a synaptic
ribbon that organizes vesicles for release at active zones located on
either side of the dense protuberance known as the synaptic ridge.
Opposite each face of the synaptic ridge are HC axon terminal
processes (H). Right, An invaginating synapse of a cone pedicle
containing two lateral HC dendrites (H) and the dendrite of an
invaginating midget ON BC (IMB). The arrowheads show basal
contacts between the cone pedicle and the dendrites of flat contact
with OFF BCs. Each vesicle is ~25–30 nm in diameter.
From Fawcett DW: Bloom and Fawcett: a textbook of histology. 11th edn.
Philadelphia: WB Saunders; 1986.

that extend into the distal half of the IPL (known as sublamina
a) and either short flat-contact or semiinvaginating dendrites
that preferentially terminate further from the synaptic ribbons
of cone photoreceptors (Figs 122.7 and 122.9).59 In general,
cone BCs are thought not to be part of the direct rod-driven path
but there is now evidence that nonprimate OFF cone BCs do
make sparse OFF-like contacts at rod spherules.18,60 This will be
reviewed in more detail later.
The final patterns and mechanisms of selectivity among BCs
have not been fully resolved, but we have broad models for most
classes (Fig. 122.11). For example, it appears that most OFF
BCs will contact any cone class and midget OFF BCs exist for
red, green and blue cones.61 The presence of a midget blue
pathway is puzzling, as chromatic aberration should blur blue
targets when optimally focused for long-wave targets. It has
been established that the ground squirrel homolog (squirrel type
b3 OFF BC) to the primate dB2 BC selectively avoids contact
with blue cones, making it an LWS cone-driven cell.62 This will
be presumed to be true for primates as well. As far as is known,
other diffuse cone BCs are not selective and contact all cone
classes. The exceptions are the blue cone ON BC that has
sparse dendrites and avoids all red and green cones26 and,
apparently, midget ON BCs that avoid blue cones.61 The
mechanisms that guide selective contacts are unknown and
could involve paired-cell adhesion and recognition mechanisms
or competition for synaptic targets, or both. On balance, it is
clear that rods and blue cones are either targeted or avoided,
suggesting that their synaptic terminals represent distinct
chromatypes. There is no evidence that any postsynaptic cell
can discriminate red and green cones terminals.
The ultrastructural patterns of contacts are specialized by
class. Most ON BCs tend to generate slender invaginating
dendritic tips that form a narrow adhesion en passant contacts
with cone membrane and terminate in a so-called central
position (Fig. 122.7) in a triad of processes near the synaptic

CHAPTER 122

FIGURE 122.6.
Generic
photoreceptors from
vertebrates with large
rod–cone dimorphisms
(e.g., primates). Broad
outer segments,
ellipsoids and myoids
both a larger entrance
pupil and higher
metabolic and protein
synthesis capacity in
cones compared to
rods. Large cone
nuclei are located in a
layer just proximal to
the ELM, while rod
nuclei are diversely
positioned throughout
the ONL. Thick cone
and thin rod axons
terminate in unique
synaptic terminal
shapes. Rod spherules
contain one or two
synaptic ribbons and
contact ~1–2 HCs and
4–5 BCs, while cone
pedicles contain ~10
ribbon and contact
50–100 BC and HC
processes.
© REM 2006.
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FIGURE 122.8. Gap junctions between
photoreceptor pairs in the primate retina. (a) A
cone pedicle and a rod spherule coupled by a
punctate junction (arrow). Inset, At higher
magnification with lanthanum tracer in the
intercellular space the junction is characterized
by a focal apposition of the adjoining
extracellular leaflets of the two plasma
membranes. C, cone; R, rod. (b) Freeze fracture
imaging shows that such focal appositions
represent the fortuitous cross section of a linear
array of connexons. (c and d), A pair of cone
pedicles connected by gap junctions (arrows)
that consist of a circular array of connexons.
Scaling for transmission images: each vesicle is
~25–30 nm in diameter. Scaling for freeze
fracture images: each connexon is ~6.5 nm in
diameter.
From Raviola E, Gilula NB: Gap junctions between
photoreceptor cells in the vertebrate retina. Proc Natl
Acad Sci USA 1973; 70:1677.

a

b

c

d

FIGURE 122.9. Topologically simplified vesicle
fusion and glutamate diffusion patterns around
a single cone synaptic ribbon (thick black line in
the gray box). Vesicles loaded with high levels
of glutamate (dark gray) fuse with the cone
membrane (EX) at active zones on either side of
the synaptic ribbon and are recovered from
sites displaced from the ribbon (EN). HCs
expressing sign-conserving (+) AMPA receptors
are likely closest to sites of vesicle fusion. ON
BCs expressing sign-inverting (–) mGluR6
receptors are centered under the ribbon but are
slightly displaced from fusion sites. OFF BCs
expressing sign-conserving (+) KA receptors are
most distant from vesicle fusion sites.
Alternatively, HCs and OFF BCs are closest to
cone glutamate transporters that remove
glutamate from the cleft. The glutamate
released into the cleft is progressively cleared
as it diffuses from the ribbon. Thus OFF BC
receptors likely sense a much lower mean
glutamate level.
© REM 2006.

10

ribbons of photoreceptors.48,56–58 This means that ON BC
mGluR6 receptors are positioned close to the source of vesicle
fusion and experience a relatively high mean glutamate level,
modulated by cone voltage-dependent increases and decreases
in release and clearance.18 This is consistent with the modest

glutamate sensitivity of the mGluR6 receptor.3 Conversely,
most OFF BCs tend to generate blunt ‘flat’ dendritic tips that
form wide adhesion contacts with the cone plasmalemma and
terminate in a position distant from the synaptic ribbons of
photoreceptors (Figs 122.7 and 122.9). This means that OFF
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FIGURE 122.10. Three diffuse BC classes from Rhesus monkey retina,
visualized by the Golgi technique. At left, one of the OFF cone BC
classes (diffuse flat cone bipolar or DFCB) makes flat contacts with
cones in the OPL and has a broadly stratified terminal in sublamina a of
the IPL. At center, an ON rod BC (RB) makes invaginating ribbon
contacts with cones in the OPL and has a varicose terminal in sublamina
c of the IPL. At right, one of the ON cone BC classes (diffuse
invaginating cone bipolar or DICB) generates invaginating ribbon
contacts with cones in the OPL and has a narrowly stratified terminal in
sublamina b of the IPL.

FIGURE 122.11. A summary of ten BC classes
and their connections in the trichromatic primate
retina. (Class 1) Three short OFF midget BCs
terminate in the OFF sublayer. (Class 2) Two
long ON midget BCs terminate in the ON
sublayer. (Classes 3–5) Three diffuse OFF cone
BCs with flat contacts terminate in different
levels of the OFF sublayer. Classes dB1 and
dB3 have narrow terminal stratifications and
may contact all cone classes. Class dB2 has a
broadly stratified terminal and may contact only
R and G cones. (Classes 6–8) Three diffuse ON
cone BCs with invaginating contacts terminate
in different levels of the ON sublayer. (Class 9)
Blue BCs contact B cones with invaginating
contacts and terminate deep in the ON
sublayer. (Class 10) Rod BCs contact rods with
invaginating contacts and have the deepest
terminals in the ON sublayer. The circles
indicate representative cone contact patterns
for dB1, dB2, and blue BCs.
© REM 2006.

BC iGluR receptors are positioned farther from the source of
vesicle fusion, experience a lower mean glutamate level
modulated by cone voltage-dependent increases and decreases
in release and clearance.3 This is consistent with the relatively
high glutamate sensitivity of the KA receptor found on subsets
of OFF BCs.63–65 On an intermediate scale, some OFF BCs are
known to invaginate some dendrites much closer to the ribbon
than those that make flat contacts59 and these invaginating OFF
BCs express AMPA receptors.65 The fluctuations in glutamate
levels are also faster near the ribbon and smoothed at flat
contacts, suggesting that KA and AMPA receptors represent key
temporal filters for BCs.65 The complex topology of this
arrangement of processes is represented in a simplified twodimensional form (Fig. 122.9).
BC outputs, like those of photoreceptors, are restricted to
the axon terminal specialization of the basal pole of the cell
(Fig. 122.12). Again, like photoreceptors, BCs utilize synaptic
ribbons to facilitate high rates of vesicle release. The ribbons are
generally smaller than rod and cone ribbons and quite
numerous, with each BC having from many small synaptic
ridges, each targeting a pair of postsynaptic AC dendrites or,
less frequently, a GC–AC pair. BC synaptic terminals tend to be
(1) lobular and branched in a local cluster of small telodendria
(midget, rod, and blue BCs) with a lateral spread similar to the
diameter of the soma or (2) filamentous and branched in a
pattern resembling the dendritic arbor in shape and extent.
Thus some BCs provide output to only a few target cells and
preserve a narrow receptive field structure, while others branch
to reach many targets, facilitating a divergence of signals.

CHAPTER 122

From Mariani AP: a diffuse, invaginating cone bipolar cell in primate retina.
J Comp Neurol 1981; 197:661.

The axon terminals of BCs are the vertical structuring
elements of the IPL. OFF BCs terminate in the distal half
(sublamina a) and ON BCs in the proximal half (sublamina b)
(classical refs). The late Brian Boycott pointed out that the deep
proximal IPL where rod BCs drive rod ACs is structurally
unique and he proposed it to be sublayer c.66 Each AC and GC
thus sends its dendrites to specific levels of the IPL where the
specific BCs are sampled. GCs targeting sublamina a or b are
respectively dominated by OFF or ON BCs, while those whose
dendrites span both sublayers typically show mixed ON–OFF
behavior.45 It has long been common to separate the IPL into
five sublayers, though there is no biological basis for the practice. Indeed, various immunochemical markers show that the
mammalian IPL can be segmented into no fewer than seven
sublayers and nonmammalian retinas easily possess up to 15
sublayers.3 The best practice is to specify the level of the IPL by
setting the ACL/IPL border at 0 and the GCL/IPL border at 100.

GCS– STAGE 3 OF THE VERTICAL CHANNEL
Mammals display at least 15 distinct GC classes (Figs 122.13
and 122.14).
The diversity of mammalian retinal GCs has been assessed
by Golgi impregnation, dye labeling, transgene expression and
molecular phenotyping strategies.42,43,67–71 The exact numbers
are not known but clearly exceed 15 and may even exceed
20,68,70 even in primates. Exact homologies have not been established across mammals, but there are some basic commonalties
of structure. Nearly all GCs have their somas in the GC layer
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proper and exhibit a variety of dendritic patterns, ranging from
compact narrow-field to highly branched wide-field, with
laminar patterns ranging from narrowly stratified to bistratified
and ultimately to diffuse laminations. In the primate retina,
several GC classes have been studied described anatomically
and physiologically.
• Midget GCs (OFF) contact OFF midget BCs
• Midget GCs (ON) contact ON midget BCs
• Large bistratified blue ON GCs contact blue BCs and
OFF bB2-like BCs
• Small bistratified blue ON GCs contact blue BCs and
OFF bB2-like BCs
• Parasol GCs (OFF) contact diffuse OFF BCs (likely dB3)
• Parasol GCs (ON) contact diffuse ON BCs (likely dB4)
• Inner giant melanopsin GCs contact diffuse ON BCs
(likely dB6)
• Outer giant melanopsin GCs contact unknown cell
classes

FIGURE 122.12. Cone BC synaptic terminals in the mammalian IPL.
BC ribbon synapses generally target two postsynaptic processes in
dyad synapse. In this instance, both postsynaptic processes are AC
dendrites, one of which (asterisk) makes a conventional reciprocal
feedback synapse (curved arrow) with the BC. Another AC synapses
on the BC the right margin of the terminal. Rb, synaptic ribbon;
primate retina. Inset upper left, A ribbon synapse at higher
magnification showing the pentalaminar ribbon structure, a halo of
synaptic vesicles, enlarged synaptic cleft, postsynaptic densities in
the target cells (arrowheads). Rabbit retina. Inset lower right, a BC ˜
AC ˜ GC feedforward chain. The curved arrows indicate the direction
of signaling. Primate retina. Scaling for transmission images: each
vesicle is ~25–30 nm in diameter.

FIGURE 122.14. A horizontal plane view of medium-field class b ON
center (A, B, C) and OFF center (D, E, F) GCs of cat retina visualized
with the Golgi technique. Cells A and D are near the area centralis,
cells B and E from the near periphery, and cells C and F from the
periphery at 9 mm eccentricity (~40°). All are the same class of cell
with graded field diameters reflecting changes in cone density. Bar =
100 mm.

From Raviola E, Raviola G: Structure of the synaptic membranes in the inner
plexiform layer of the retina: a freeze fracture study in monkeys and rabbits.
J Comp Neurol 1982; 209:233.

From Wässle H, Boycott BB, Illing RB: Morphology and mosaic of on and off
beta cells in the cat retina and some functional considerations. Proc R Soc Lond
[B] 1981; 212:177.

FIGURE 122.13. Primate narrow-field midget,
medium field parasol and wide-field garland
GCs visualized with the Golgi technique and
labeled according to Steven Polyak’s 1941
classification. Two different parasol GCs (P)
send their dendritic arbors to the distal OFF and
proximal ON sublayers of the IPL, as do several
midget GCs (unlabeled). A shrub GC (S)
appears to have a small diffusely bistratified
arbor. A garland GC (G) arborizes widely in the
OFF sublayer. The arrowheads denotes the IPL
borders.
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Modified from Polyak SL: The retina. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press; 1941.
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TABLE 122.3. Provisional Functional and Anatomical Assignments of Mammalian GCs
Physiology

MacNeil/Marc/Famiglietti
Class (Coupling), Percent

Structural Features, Level

Primate Homologs

ON sustained X, b

G4 / 3 / IIa, 12.2%

Medium monostratified, 35–45

ON midget

OFF sustained X, b

G4 / 6 / IIb1 (g), 15%

Medium monostratified, 55–65

OFF midget

ON transient

G? / 1b

Medium monostratified, 35–45

ON parasol?

OFF transient

G? / 5 (g)

Medium monostratified, 35–45

OFF parasol?

ON transient Y, a

G11 / 1a / Ia2, 2.8%

Wide monostratified, 60–80

?

OFF transient Y, a

G11 / 9 / Ib2 (g), 1.4%

Wide monostratified, 30–40

?

Concentric Brisk Linear

Concentric Brisk Nonlinear

ON sluggish sustained

G? / 2, 4.2%

?

OFF sluggish sustained

G? / 8 (g) , 12.2%

?

G? / 12 (g), 5.2%

?

Concentric Sluggish Nonlinear
ON + OFF sluggish transient
Complex
Local edge detector

G1 / 7 (gG), 5.6%

Narrow monostratified, 50

Uniformity detector

G6 / 5 (g) or 1b?

Medium monostratified, 80

Orientation selective

G? / 11 (g), 6.6%

ON–OFF DS

G7 / 1c & 10 (g)

Wide bistratified, 25 and 75

?

ON DS

G10 / 4, 7.7%

Medium monostratified, 70–80

?

Blue ON Green OFF

G3 ? / ?

Medium bistratified, 20 and 80

Blue ON Yellow OFF

GC populations in cat and rabbit retina have been analyzed
more comprehensively and, based on several recent studies can
be parsed into at least a dozen clear structural, molecular, and
physiological categories (Table 122.3 and Table 122.4).
Narrow-field GCs, such as midget GCs (Fig. 122.13), are
monostratified cells with medium-sized somas that selectively
contact the axon terminals of midget BCs, and are ON or OFF
cells.45 Such cells typically generate relatively sustained spiking
patterns to a maintained light stimulus. In the foveola each
midget GC contacts a single midget BC but midget GCs may
contact several midget BCs in peripheral retina.72,73 Midget
GCs project to the dorsal parvocellular (small cell) P layers of
the LGN that in turn project to layer 4Cb of striate visual cortex
area V1.74 Projection neurons along parvocellular retina ˜ LGN
˜ cortex stream appear to be key elements in high-acuity

TABLE 122.4. Optical Sampling Across Species
Species

Visual Angle in (mm/deg)

Human

280–300

Macaque

246

Cat

220

Rabbit

160–180

Rat

75

Goldfish

60

Mouse

31

Zebrafish

10 (estimated)

CHAPTER 122

Concentric Sluggish Linear

?
Melanopsin GC ?
?

vision, and tend to have sustained responses. Their roles in hue
discrimination have been debated, but it is likely that the
essential information for hue discrimination is embedded in
their signals.1 As they share some morphological features, functions and projections, primate74 and ground squirrel midget
GCs,75 b cells of the cat retina76 and classes 3 (IIb2) and 6 (IIa)
GCs of rabbit42,67 are likely homologs. Species differences in GC
morphology are partly due to variations in cone density and
patterning. In trichromatic primates, midget cells are thought
to generate the VP 560-driven and VP 530-driven ON and OFF
sustained GCs that may subserve red–green hue discrimination. However, just as midget BCs likely do not discriminate
between red and green cones, parafoveal midget GCs that
collect signals from a few midget BCs do not appear to have any
color selectivity1,77 and lack color opponency.73
Medium to wide-field GCs (Fig. 122.13) are the most common types in most retinas but likely represent mixed functional
classes. One distinctive class in most species is a mediumdensity to sparse population of large somas with very large
dendritic arbors, such as parasol GCs in primates and a or
a-like cells in other mammals. These cells sharply stratify their
dendrites at specific levels of the IPL, suggesting that they
preferentially sample from cells such as OFF dB2/3 BCs78 or ON
dB4/5 BCs. Parasol GCs preferentially project to the ventral
magnocellular (large cell) or M layers of the LGN, thence to
layer 4Ca of striate visual cortex area V179 and are achromatic
or luminance-driven neurons. In cat and rabbit, such cells show
transient responses; brief bursts of spikes to a step of light at
light onset (ON cells) or offset (OFF cells).45 However, the
presumed parasol GCs of primate retina and most LGN magnocellular neurons are rather linear in their responses79 and
may not to be true a homologs, or may be a re-derived variant
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(e.g., progenitor duplication instead of gene duplication). Large
sparse GCs with even larger dendritic arbors are plausibly the
primate a OFF cell.69,70
Bistratified GCs arborize in both sublayers of the IPL, giving
them the opportunity to capture signals from BCs with opposite
polarities. There are several known examples, but the attributes
of none are known particularly well. In cat, ON–OFF transient
cells resemble bistratified a cells. In rabbit, a set of GCs sample
from sublamina a and b near the midline of the IPL and
generate independent ON and OFF directionally selective (DS)
responses. ON–OFF DS cells are one of the most complex
neurons known and, though their receptive field mechanisms
have been studied intensively, the underlying biological basis of
its tuning remains controversial.80 DS cells have not been
studied thoroughly in primates, but the ACs most often
associated with them are present in primates81 and likely
candidates for both monostratified ON DS and bistratified
ON–OFF DS cells have recently been described in macaque.70
The most distinctive primate small-field bistratified cell is the
blue ON bistratified GC that collects inputs from a diffuse OFF
BC (likely dB2) and blue ON BCs. Thus the receptive field
center of this cell is spectrally biphasic, depolarizing and spiking
to blue light and hyperpolarizing to yellow light.82
Melanopsin GCs in primate are ‘giant’ GCs that narrowly
stratify at the proximal or distal margins of the primate retina.83
Some giant melanopsin GCs appear misplaced or displaced to
the ACL. Melanopsin GCs (also known as intrinsically photosensitive or ipGCs) are present in other mammals,84–86 project
widely in the thalamus and pretectum, and partly drive the
pupillary response.87 In primates, these cells appear to be the
rare blue OFF/yellow ON (B–/Y+) GCs of the retina.87 In
addition to a full range of rod and cone responses, these cells
express melanopsin; a photosensitive GPCR that uses 11-cis
retinaldehyde as a chromophore.88 At high photopic levels,
melanopsin directly drives highly sustained spiking activity,
partially compensating for the transient nature of cone-driven
responses.83 Melanopsin GCs in many species project to the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) as part of the circadian clock
pathway and to the olivary pretectal complex as part of the
pupillary response pathway. In primates they also project to the
LGN.83 Evidence is building for the existing of several subclasses of melanopsin GCs.86 Most importantly, these cells
likely underlie the persistence of photic entrainment of
circadian cycles, even after photoreceptor degeneration.89,90
GCs are purely postsynaptic neurons from a neurochemical
perspective, and decode BC signals with a mixture of AMPA
and NMDA receptor subtypes.3,42,91,92 AC signals are decoded
with a variety of GABA and glycine receptors.6 GC dendrites
make no presynaptic contacts and are thought to be entirely
postsynaptic. However, some GC classes make heterocellular
gap junctions with ACs, forming specific GC::AC::GC
syncitia.8,42,93,94 Each retinal GC generates a single unmyelinated axon that becomes myelinated in the optic nerve and
projects to one or more CNS targets: LGN, SCN, pretectum,
and superior colliculus.

These chains partly shape GC responses that encode contrast,
color, and spatial timing of natural stimuli. A general
engineering principle states that each step of high gain
(photoreceptor or BC ribbon synapses) requires a stabilizing
negative feedback element.95 The quantitative differences
between feedback and feedforward are beyond the scope of this
chapter. HCs are the lateral processing elements of the OPL
and enable BCs to compare direct light signals captured by
photoreceptors they contact and indirect light signals from
surrounding photoreceptors they do not. Neither the mechanisms of HC signaling or the relative strengths of the cone ˜
HC ˜ cone lateral feedback and the cone ˜ HC ˜ BC lateral
feedforward paths are known though several models exist.3
Topologically, HCs exhibit two forms in mammals; axonbearing and axonless.96–99 All HCs contact cones with their
dendritic arbors while axon-bearing HCs form large axon
terminal arbors that contact rods (Fig. 122.15).99 Many
mammalian species display both, while rodents apparently

HCS – THE LATERAL CHANNEL FOR
PHOTORECEPTOR ˜ BC SIGNALING
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Every GC is a logical device that compares vertical channel
signals with those from several lateral channels. There are at
least two formal lateral channel topologies in the OPL:
• cone1 ˜ HC ˜ cone1 reciprocal feedback (temporal)
• cone1 ˜ HC ˜ cone2 lateral feedback (spatial, spectral)
• cone ˜ HC ˜ BC lateral feedforward (temporal,
spatial, spectral)

FIGURE 122.15. A horizontal plane view of H1 (HI) and H2 (HII) HCs
from the macaque visualized with the Golgi technique. ax, axon. Bar =
15 mm.
Slightly modified from Kolb H, Mariani A, Gallego A: A second type of horizontal
cell in the monkey retina. J Comp Neurol 1980; 189:31. Copyright © 1994 John
Wiley & Sons.
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develop only a single class of axon-bearing cells.100 No evidence
exists to support the idea that the axons of mammalian HCs are
electrically functional.101 HCs do not generate action potentials
and the somatic and axon terminal fields respectively generate
cone-selective and rod-selective light responses with no
evidence of signal mixing that can be attributed to the axon.
Indeed we might consider an axon-bearing HC to be two
separate cells that share a single nucleus. The primate retina is
more complex than any other mammal as it likely harbors three
HC classes.101–104
• H1 HC somatic dendrites contact all cones and lack
axons in the rod-free foveola
• H1 HC responses indicate dominance by R and G cone
inputs
• H1 HC axon terminals contact rods
• H2 HC somatic dendrites appear to contact all cone
classes, with a blue cone bias
• H2 HC axon terminals appear to contact all cones,
with a blue cone bias
• H3 HC somatic dendrites contact cones, apparently
avoiding blue cones
• H3 HC axon terminals contact rods
AU: Please
clarify the
respective
ratios.

H1 and H2 HCs are the most abundant classes, with an H1:H2
ratio of 4 in the fovea.105 H3 HCs have been described only in
Golgi preparations and have been difficult to document. But
Golgi studies have rarely been incorrect and so the search for
the H3 cell by molecular means continues. The somas of
primate HCs and mammalian axon-bearing HCs are ovoid and
give rise to 8–12 dendrites that ultimately contact ~12 cones in
the foveola and 20 cones in the periphery. The axons contact a
few hundred rods in primates and many more in cat. Though
primate H1 somas appear to contact all cones, they clearly have
responses dominated by R and G cones, with little B
input.106–108 Conversely H2 HCs are enriched in blue responses,
reflecting their tendency to contact a disproportionate number
of blue cones.108 Axon terminals have rod-driven responses.
The processes of both HC somas and axon terminals are
dendritic in nature. The dendrites are lobular and flank the
synaptic ridges of photoreceptors as lateral elements of a
synaptic triad (Fig. 122.7).99 The dendrites are thus close to the
sites of photoreceptor vesicle fusion. HCs express AMPA
receptors.3,91,109,110 but the precise locations of the functional
receptor patches are not certain. Since geometric factors such
as the spatial coherence of vesicle release and the distribution
of glutamate transporters along the diffusion path, the precise
receptor position is a key datum.
While HCs are clearly postsynaptic to photoreceptors, it has
been extremely difficult to discover their outputs. This issue has
been treated extensively elsewhere,3,18 but classical presynaptic
specializations are missing in HCs. Presence of GABA in some
mammalian HCs has led to the view that they must be
GABAergic, though compelling demonstrations of that fact are
few. Wilson39 provides a comprehensive and insightful review of
these issues. However, there are many mammalian HCs that
completely lack any evidence of GABA content. Further, there is
no evidence for transporter-mediated export found in
nonmammalians. Physiological studies in nonmammalians
imply that there is no feedback path from HCs to rods but there
is to cones. Paradoxically, vesicles similar to classical synaptic
vesicles are more common in HC dendrites contracting rod
spherules than those contacting cone pedicles,111 but there is no
obvious conventional presynaptic assembly and no evidence of
stimulated fast exocytosis or endocytosis in HC dendrites.
Indeed, similar dendritic accumulations of vesicles in brain
neurons appear to be involved in the regulated cytoskeletal

delivery and turnover of postsynaptic AMPA receptors to
dendrites as vesicular cargo.112 HC dendrites have also been
argued to serve as ephaptic feedback devices via patches of
hemijunctions (arrays of half-connexins) through which
currents leak constitutively.7 In fishes, connexin26
hemijunctions are very close to the voltage-sensitive Ca2+
channels that regulate cone vesicle fusion.113 When the HC
layer is hyperpolarized by closure of AMPA receptor channels,
the focal inward current through hemijunctions makes the local
intrasynaptic potential more negative than the adjacent
intracellular cone potential and this relative depolarization is
perhaps sensed by cone Ca2+ channels which begin to open,
increasing transmitter release briefly. This feedback effect
requires no transmitter-dependent or vesicle mechanism, which
nicely explains why many HCs contain no measurable
inhibitory transmitter, yet apparently function quite effectively.
Finally, HCs somas are strongly coupled to each other by
large dendritic gap junctions, so that synaptic currents generated by cones spread readily in the HC layer.101 In nonprimates
such as rabbits, axonless HCs are more strongly coupled than
the far more abundant axon-bearing HCs.114,115 This generates
two distinct spatial classes of HCs, though the functional
significance of this dichotomy remains unknown. Coupling
efficacy of axon-bearing primate H1 cells coupling resembles
the weak coupling of rabbit axon-bearing coupling.116 H1 and
H2 cells form separate coupled mosaics.105
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ACS – LATERAL CHANNELS FOR BC ˜ GC
SIGNALING
•
•
•
•

BC ˜ AC ˜ BC reciprocal lateral feedback
BC1 ˜ AC ˜ BC2 lateral feedback
BC ˜ AC ˜ GC lateral feedforward
AC ˜ AC concatenated feedforward chains

ACs are the most diverse group of neurons in the retina,8 with
over 70 classes in teleost fishes117 and over 25 classes in
mammals.44 Most ACs, by definition, lack classical axons and
function as local circuit neurons via dendritic synapses, usually
as negative feedback and feedforward control elements. While a
precise tally is still uncertain, about two-third of AC classes
appear GABAergic, with the rest glycinergic. Other candidate
AC transmitters often co-localize with GABA.3 ACs exhibit
diverse morphologies with lateral spread of dendrites ranging
from narrow (<100 mm) through medium (100–200 mm) to
wide (>200 mm, with some cells > 1 mm) based on a comprehensive study of rabbit ACs.44 Narrow-field cells such as the
classic glycinergic rod (AII) AC (Fig. 122.16) typifies many
narrowly stratified, bistratified, and diffusely arborized
classes.15–17,118 Most medium-field cells have diffuse arbors
while most wide-field cells such as GABAergic starburst ACs
(Fig. 122.17) are narrowly stratified.120,121 Similarly, the widefield type S1 and S1 GABAergic rod ACs (also known as A17,
AI, and indoleamine-accumulating ACs), appear to have very
diffuse arbors but, in reality have most of their inputs and
outputs very narrowly stratified within sublayer c at ~90–100
level of the IPL.68,122–125 Thus there are two broad signaling
motifs of importance; narrowly stratified and usually
GABAergic ACs provide lateral signals within a set of BCs and
their targets, while diffuse (often glycinergic) ACs provide lateral
signals across different sets of BCs and their targets. As there
are at least twice as many AC classes as BC and GC classes,
each BC should thus drive at least two different kinds of ACs.
But things are clearly more complex than this, as dendrites
from at least ten different ACs arborize at any level of the IPL
between 0 and 90. This emphasizes our nearly complete lack of
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FIGURE 122.17 A horizontal plane view of a wide-field starburst AC
from the rabbit retina. Note the regular dichotomous branching of its
dendrites and the concentration of endings at the periphery. Visualized
by single-cell dye injection. The dendritic field is ~140 mm µ 200 mm.
From Tauchi M, Masland RH: The shape and arrangement of the cholinergic
neurons in the rabbit retina. Proc R Soc Lond [B] 1984; 223:101.

FIGURE 122.16 A narrow-field rod AC (AII) viewed in vertical (image
A) and horizontal planes in the OFF (image B) and ON (image C)
sublayers of the IPL in rabbit retina. In the OFF sublayer, tortuous fine
branches arise from the cell body and primary dendrite and terminate
as large lobular appendages (asterisks). In ON sublayer, the primary
dendrite gives rise to a conical tuft of arboreal branches that spread
tangentially at the IPL–GCL border and carry small swellings
(arrowheads). Image A was visualized with the Golgi technique, and
images B and C are optical sections visualized by single cell dye
injection. The IPL width is ~25 mm.
Slightly modified from Dacheux RF, Raviola E: The rod pathway in the rabbit
retina: a depolarizing bipolar and amacrine cell. J Neurosci 1986; 6:331.
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understanding of the various inputs and outputs for any AC
across levels except for one archetypal neuron; the glycinergic
rod (AII) AC. This AC is actually a tristratified cell that receives
rod BC input at level 90–100, makes gap junctions with cone
ON cone BCs at levels 55–80 and forms inhibitory glycinergic
synapses on cone OFF BCs at levels 10–35.3,16–18 Many other
diffuse or bistratified ACs may have similarly diverse patterns
of inputs and outputs. There is an exception to this complex
lamination. The proximal band at level 90–100 contains the
axon terminals of rod BCs and only the arbors of only three
classes of rod ACs; the narrow-field glycinergic AC and two
wide-field GABAergic rod ACs.44,125 This further supports the
designation of this band of IPL as a unique sublayer.66 One
additional feature tends to correlate with signaling within

versus across levels and that is neurotransmitter class. Many
narrowly stratified cells tend to be GABAergic and AC ˜ BC
reciprocal synapses and the BC > AC >i BC chain are almost
exclusively GABAergic.3 Correspondingly, density of GABA
synapses is extremely high and accounts for ~90% of the
synaptic innervation in the vertebrate IPL (Fig. 122.2). Several
diffuse or multistratified cells may mediate BC > gly AC >i GC
or BC signaling across strata. Cholinergic signaling as mediated
in mammals by the ON and OFF starburst ACs3,8,80,126 which
are also GABAergic neurons.3 These cells are narrowly stratified
and form two excitatory output systems at levels 20–25 and
65–75 of the IPL. Their presumed primary targets are DS GCs
in rabbits80 and DS candidate GCs have been described in
macaque.81 Expression patterns of AC neurotransmitters are
reviewed in detail by Marc3 and Brecha.37

LARGE-SCALE PATTERNING OF RETINAL
CELLS
Vertebrates with large eyes also show large-scale variations in
cell density and composition of the neural retina,1 likely reflecting the power of niche selection to control global tissue
patterning signals (Fig. 122.18). Many species concentrate
cones in retinal regions where the optical quality is high (central
foveas in primates) or in horizontal streaks to represent a strong
behavioral bias for horizon-related visual transitions (urodele
amphibians, chelonian reptiles, lagomorph mammalians). The
biophysics of foveal formation are poorly understood, though
Springer and Hendrickson127 have argued that increased
intraocular pressure and growth-induced retinal stretch induce
the primate foveal pit. While these ideas do not easily explain
other patterns, especially the deep convexiclivate foveas of
lizards or the dual and differently shaped foveas of avians that
may involve both local proliferation and cell migration, they
offer testable models. Developing genetic models for studying
tissue sculpting in large eyes will be challenging,128 although
development of transgenic and knockout avians and advanced
quantitative trait locus analyses may offer new ways to
understand the genes that control foveal formation and global
neuron patterning.
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FIGURE 122.19. Sampling of image space by photoreceptors. Cone
density (red), rod density (cyan), and cone coverage (yellow) profiles in
the human retina as a function of retinal eccentricity in the equatorial
plane. Temporal retina is left and nasal is right on the abscissa, with a
gap centered on ~14° eccentricity representing the optic nerve head.
The left ordinate is density data replotted from Curcio129 on a square
root scale. The right ordinate is linear fractional coverage: the fraction
of image space captured by cones. Cone density forms a wide
pedestal at ~5000 cones/mm2 with an extremely steep peak in the
central 2° reaching ~160 000 cones/mm2 in the foveola. Rod density
is a broad profile of 90 000–140 000 rods/mm2 that would also peak
at ~160 000 rods/mm2 were it not for a deep declivity formed by their
displacement in the central 2°. The foveola is rod free. Cone myoid
and ellipsoid diameters increase with eccentricity so that cones never
capture less than ~30% of the available image data.

FIGURE 122.18. Large-scale spatial variations in cone density. (1) Most
rodents display weak central elevations in cone density. (2) Carnivores
have strong concentrations of cones and GCs in the central retina. (3)
Prey animals such as rabbits (Lagomorpha) express distinct linear
bands of high cone, BC, AC, and GC density. (4) Diurnal primates
express compact, high-density, pure-cone foveas centered in a large
low-density cone field. (5) Avians express the most complex density
variations, with a central pure cone region exceeding primate densities
and a second moderately high density region specialized for binocular
vision. (6) Many rodents, such as domestic mice, display pure blue
cone ventral fields. (7) Aquatic reptilians such as turtles (Chelonia)
possess very high-density linear streaks (approaching primate
densities) enriched in cones with red oil droplets. (8) Primates are
unique among all vertebrates (as far as is known) in having a tritanopic
fovea where the central 15’ arc contains few or no blue cones and a
peak of blue density at 0.3–1° eccentricity. (9) Finally, the bifoveate
avians possess differential enhancements of cones, with high red-oil
droplet cones dominating the temporal fovea and yellow oil cones
dominating the central fovea and most of the peripheral retina.
© REM 2005.

The description of human retinal neuron distributions and
patternings in Oyster1 is without peer and will only be summarized briefly. The relative numbers of rods and cones change
radically across human retina (Fig. 122.19), ranging from

~160 000 cones/mm2 at the foveola to 5000 cones/mm2 at
~20° eccentricity.1,129 Rods show a broad profile ranging
from ~90 000 to 140 000 rods/mm2 with shoulders at
~15–20°. But it is clear from the trend that rods would also
peak in the central retina at ~160 000 rods/mm2 were it not for
the fact that cones displace them. This is about the maximum
density possible for any photoreceptor, corresponding to a
spacing of ~2.5 mm (including MC space at the ELM). As cones
develop early and capture the foveola, rods can encroach only
from the outer margins, leading to a deep declivity in the rod
profile and a rod-free foveola. In addition to changing density,
cone size also changes with eccentricity. While this negatively
affects acuity, it increases cone photon capture. In fact, the
coverage factor (CF) of the cone mosaic (the fraction of the
retinal image captured by cones) never drops much below 0.3
outside 15°, and smoothly rises to 100% over the foveola.
Remarkably, overall cone density in rodents130 can be much
higher than primate peripheral cone density, reaching ~12 000
cones/mm2. But as rodent cones and rods are similar in size and
cones comprise only 3% of the photoreceptors, their coverage is
only 0.03. The significance of this is more obvious when we
normalize sampling for the relative optical sizes of the eyes
(Table 122.4). An image in peripheral human retina that
subtends a circle 1° in diameter covers a patch of 425 cones,
whereas the same 1° image in mouse131 covers a patch of only
eight cones. The statistical danger of generalizing visual losses
or recoveries in mouse models of retinal degeneration should be
gauged carefully.11
Relative acuity loss with eccentricity in the human eye is
partially a consequence of cone density decline and partly the
increased receptive field sizes of retinal GCs that drive
perception. Indeed, many neuron classes show large changes in
local density over the eye.1 The foveola itself (the central 20 s
arc of the retina) is composed solely of cones with all other
neurons and cone axons and pedicles displaced to a ring around
the foveola. However, the corresponding GC and BC density
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profiles roughly track cone density. The cortical magnification
factor (the disproportionate area of cortex devoted to foveal
vision), reflects a relatively constant volume of cortex captured
per GC axon. Visual acuity doesn’t simply follow either cone
density or the density of midget GCs. A mixture of GC
sampling units exists at any retinal position. GCs with small
receptive fields they can resolve smaller targets, but not as light
sensitive as those with larger receptive fields. Thus suprathreshold acuity depends highly on image contrast and mean
luminance. Multiple classes of sampling units likely participate
in setting visual performance.
Large-scale chromatic patterning also accompanies these
variations in cone density. Many species show variations in
the distributions of blue cones, with many mammals (some
rodents and lagomorphs), exhibiting ventral (inferior) fields
entirely composed of or enriched in blue cones.132–134 No
exploration has been made of connectivity in these regions, but
one might imagine that BCs or HCs that might avoid blue
cones elsewhere cannot do so in these regions; or they may
be excluded from them. Blue cones are not the only variable
types. The linear visual streak in turtles, where cone densities
approach primate foveal levels, is disproportionately enriched
in red cones expressing VP620 and red oil droplets. The temporal foveas of some avians are positioned within a red-field
some 4–5 mm in diameter highly enriched in red cones
expressing VP580 and red oil droplets. Finally, but no less compelling, the tritanopic or blue-blind fovea of the primate foveola
is a small zone of ~15 min of arc with few or no blue
cones.24,135,136 Roughly following rods, blue cones increase in
frequency until they represent 5–10% of the cones (depending
on species), peaking at ~0.3–1°, thereafter following the density
decline of the cones. The mechanisms controlling fine these
variations are unknown but the molecular control of overall
cone differentiation may involve selective fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) receptor expression.137 The mechanism that
prevents mature blue cone expression in the foveola also may
regulate patterning of the rods.

FINE-SCALE PATTERNING OF RETINAL CELLS
The retina is an assembly of sampling units that cover the image
plane.1 Over 60 classes of neural elements are patterned across
this plane and, if we treat them as tiles, we find them arranged
in different pattern types,1,138 partly quantified by their CFs.

• Packings have no overlaps: Photoreceptor arrays are
packings with CF < 1
• Coverings have no gaps: AC arrays are coverings with
CF > 1
• Tilings have no overlaps or gaps: BC and GC arrays
resemble tilings with CF ~1
• Mosaics are general patterns of any type, with tile
subtypes.
Cone arrays are mosaics of three tile subtypes (R, G, B) with
CFs < 1 (Fig. 122.20). CFs for complex, branched cells such
as HCs, ACs, or GCs can be more precisely defined as CF =
A µ D, where A is the dendritic or receptive field area (defined
as its convex hull or Voronoi domain) of a single cell in a given
class and D is the density of cells per unit retinal area. Thus, an
AC with a dendritic field 0.5 mm in diameter and a density of
200 cells/mm2 has a CF of 39; each point in the image is
sampled by the receptive fields of 39 ACs of that class. Each
kind of retinal neuron has a coverage that reflects the sampling
necessary to create a seamless set of signals. Patterns can be
very orderly (crystalline), statistically orderly, uniformly disorderly (random) or statistically clumped. One measure of order
within a cell class is the conformity ratio: CR = NND/s, where
NND is the mean nearest-neighbor spacing between cells in
a class and s is the standard deviation of that spacing.139,140 For
large samples, CR ~3 when patterns are statistically orderly
and C > 10 when patterns become nearly crystalline, with clear
axes of object orientation. The primate peripheral blue cone
pattern can reach CR > 3–5, while patterning near the fovea
seems random. Human blue cone patterns seem less rigid than
those of other primates. Nonmammalians, especially teleost
fishes, can display stunning crystalline mosaics141 and blue
cones in those mosaics have CR values approaching 30
(Fig. 122.18), which is so precise that such images can be used
as optical diffraction masks. No mammalian neuron has
patterning this rigid. Conversely, widely spaced cells such as
dopamine neurons, other AxCs and IPCs142 in many species
have apparently random mosaics. This would be expected of
neurons with global signaling modes, mediated more by volume
diffusion (e.g., dopamine) than by specific cell contacts. Again,
CR is of more than academic interest. Though the genetic and
signaling mechanisms that control spatial patterning are still
largely unknown,143,144 defects in these pathways may cause
serious sensory impairment.

FIGURE 122.20. Fine-scale cone patterns.
(Left) Blue cones in the baboon retina visualized
with a redox probe (135). The nonblue cones
were randomly selected to represent VP560
(red) or VP530 (green) cones. The blue cone CR
is 5.5 in the larger data set (not shown). (Right)
Precise blue cone patterns from flatfish retina
(Pleuronectes sp) associated with a precise,
repeating cone mosaic, with CR = 26.7.
(Left) © REM 2003. (Right) Derived from Engstrom K,
Ahlbert IB: Cone types and cone arrangement in the
retina of some flatfishes. Acta Zool 1963; 44:1–11,
edge filtered and thresholded.
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BOX 122.7 Multiple pathways for rod signals
•

Canonical ‘’Starlight’’ pathways
•

Canonical Scotopic OFF pathway
rods >i rod BCs > rod ACs >i OFF cone BCs > OFF
cone GCs

•

AU: Please
provide
expansion of
ERG.

Canonical Scotopic ON pathway
rods >i rod BCs > rod ACs :: ON cone BCs > ON
cone GCs

•

Noncanonical ‘’Moonlight’’ pathway
•

Noncanonical direct OFF pathway
rods > mixed OFF BC > OFF cone GCs

•

Noncanonical ‘’Twilight’’ pathways
•

Noncanonical OFF coupling pathway

•

Noncanonical ON coupling pathway
rods :: cones >i ON cone BCs > ON cone GCs

FIGURE 122.21. Three major rod pathways in the mammalian retina.
Pathway one is initiated by the high-gain rod >i rod BC > glycinergic
rod AC chain. Glycinergic rod ACs are fanout devices that pass rod
signals to ON cone BCs via gap junctions (resistor symbol) and to
OFF cone BCs via sign-inverting glycinergic synapses. Pathway 2 is
initiated at higher scotopic brightnesses by direct rod > OFF BC
signaling. Pathway 3 is initiated by small gap junctions (Fig. 122.8) at
mesopic ranges and mediate signaling directly though cone pedicles.
© REM 2005.

THE BASIC PATHWAYS OF RETINAL
SIGNALING
The Basic Rod Pathways

Five discrete variants of three major pathways inject rod signals
into the visual system (Fig. 122.21, Box 122.7).18 No known
GC population exclusively carries rod signals, although it
was reported that GC-like biplexiform cells made direct rod
contacts with their dendrites.145 This CG has not yet been validated to form a distinct population in the mammalian retina.
In pathway 1, the so-called ‘starlight’ circuit, narrow-field glycinergic rod (AII) ACs collect signals from several rod BCs and
redistribute them via gap junctions to ON cone BCs and via
sign-inverting glycinergic synapses to OFF cone BCs. The same
brain pathways that carry cone signals process perception of
scotopic signals. At near-threshold levels, detection is mediated

by these high-gain canonical scotopic ON and OFF pathways.
The integration of rod signals by rod BCs generates a response
far more sensitive than an individual rod.18 Rod BCs drive
glycinergic rod ACs with AMPA receptors, making the glycinergic rod AC one of the most light-sensitive elements in the
retina.146 Glycinergic rod ACs, or perhaps the aggregate IPL rod
network, likely generate the scotopic threshold potential of
the ERG.147 At slightly higher brightnesses, it is thought that a
small population of OFF cone BCs behave as mixed rod–cone
BCs (a cell type abundant in nonmammalians19) and collect a
small number of rod inputs.18 These cells may require higher
brightnesses and larger rod responses to generate perceptual
responses. Why these are segregated to OFF channels remains
unclear, and these paths have only been found in nonprimates
so far. However, Li et al148 have shown that all rabbit OFF BC
classes show some minor rod input, though not all individual
cells do. Any cell in the equivalent of class dB2 and dB3 BCs
has ~80% chance of contacting a few rods. Finally, in the
mesopic range where both rods and cones begin to operate, a
‘twilight’ system allows significant leakage of numerous rod
signals into a sparse array of cone pedicles directly.

CHAPTER 122

rods :: cones > OFF cone BCs > OFF cone GCs
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The Achromatic Cone Pathways

As normal human vision seems richly colored, the concept of
abundant achromatic channels seems odd. But sampling units
in retina must measure the spectral dispersion of light reflected
from an object as the sum of R+G+B (or at least R+G) signals
so that the visual system can encode both object brightness
and the spectral purity or saturation of a patch of light. This is
one role of the diffuse cone BC system. Put simply, these cells
collect summed cone signals and pass them on to parasol GCs
and other wide-field GCs (Fig. 122.22, Box 122.8). However, the
pathways for brightness are clearly more complex, as colorcoded midget systems become noncolor-coded in parafovea and
beyond, as they randomly collect signals from midget BCs
FIGURE 122.22. Wide-field achromatic signaling
via OFF (left) and ON (right) parasol GCs in
primate retina. Each GC collects signals directly
from a set of diffuse cone BCs in its central
dendritic field and captures sign-inverting signals
from distant BCs via BC > AC >i BC > GC lateral
feedback and BC > AC >i GC lateral feedforward
chains.
© REM 2005.
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BOX 122.8 Pathways for diffuse cone BC signals

BOX 122.9 Pathways for blue cone signals

•

•

B+ center/Y- center pathway:
B cones >i blue ON BCs > B+/Y- small and large bistratified
GCs
RG cones > diffuse OFF KA BCs (dB2) > B+/Y- small and
large bistratified GCs

•

Blue OFF center/surround pathways
B cones > blue OFF midget BCs > blue OFF midget GC

•

B-/Y+ large field pathways
Pathway for B cones not known for this cell

Major Diffuse OFF pathways
cones > diffuse OFF KA BCs (dB1, dB3) > OFF cone
GCs
cones > diffuse OFF AMPA BCs (dB2) > OFF cone GCs

•

Minor Diffuse OFF pathways
rods > diffuse OFF BC (mostly dB2, dB3) > OFF cone
GCs

•

Diffuse ON pathways

SECTION 3

cones >i diffuse ON BCs (dB4, 5, 6) > ON cone GC

contacting R and G cones.108 There are two likely pathways for
cone OFF BCs. Extending concepts gleaned from homologous
BCs in ground squirrel retinas, primate class dB1 and dB2 likely
use KA receptors,64–65 which are highly glutamate sensitive,
explaining the positioning of their dendrites as flat contacts far
from the ribbon active site. KA receptors are also slightly
slower and more sustained in current responses than AMPA
receptors likely used by dB3 cells. The idea that AMPA and KA
receptors parse the visual world into more and less transient
temporal events deserves careful analysis. Consistent with this,
it would appear that large transient GCs sample from the from
dB3 arbor.79

The Blue Cone Pathways

Blue ON / yellow OFF (B+/Y–) GCs are the only known mammalian retinal cells with spectrally biphasic receptive field
centers.82,108 Many nonmammalians have such color-opponent
GCs, BCs, and HCs.101 Both large and small classes of
bistratified GC sample from level 80 of the IPL to capture
signals from the unique blue cone BCs and levels 20–30 to
capture dB2 BC R+G signals (Fig. 122.23, Box 122.9).69 It is
presumed that both arbors of the B+/Y– GCs express the same

mixture of AMPA and NMDA receptors, but this is not known.
Recent evidence suggests the existence of a midget blue–OFF
pathway,61 although how this cell would function in vision is
less clear given the problem of chromatic aberration, where
optimal focus on R and G cones would blur images on the B
cone mosaic. Blurring is arguably one of the selection pressures
forcing sparse distributions of B cones in all species. Finally, the
newly described melanopsin GC is a large-field Y+/B– cell,83
though the path by which the B– signals are acquired is not
clear.

Red–Green Color-Opponent Pathways

Since the early 1970s it has been clear that the primate retina
passes an assortment of color opponent signals to the LGN and
that these tend to be grouped into four categories:
• R+ center / G– surround
• R– center / G+ surround
• G+ center / R– surround
• G– center / R+ surround.
One physiological view originally held that the surround paths
of midgets must also be spectrally pure, while other studies
support spectral mixing by random contacts.73,108,149–151 On
balance, the evidence suggests that cone-specific contacts are
not present in the R and G channels of the primate retina. For
example, though a midget BC ˜ midget GC transfer may report
the signals of a single R cone, the ACs that comprise the lateral
elements collect from nearly all adjacent midget BCs,152 so that
the composition of the surround might be spectrally mixed
(Fig. 122.23, Box 122.10). And if HCs clearly collect from all
cones or at least R+G cones, that mixture might be present in
all midget BC surrounds.153 If R and G cones are not
chromatypes and downstream BCs, ACs, and GCs make
opportunistic contacts, how can nearly pure R or G surrounds

BOX 122.10 Pathways for red and green cone signals
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FIGURE 122.23. Narrow-field chromatic signaling in bistratified blue
ON/yellow OFF GCs (left) and monostratified ON and OFF foveal
midget (right) GCs in primate retina. Blue ON signals are captured via
blue cone >i blue BC > blue GC chains in the proximal arbor. Yellow
(R+G) OFF signals are captured via R + G cone > dB2 OFF BC > blue
GC chains. Midget GCs that contact single cones have pure R
(VP560) or pure G (VP530) centers and AC-mediated surrounds driven
by varied mixtures of R+G cones. There is also evidence for blue cone
> OFF midget BC signaling (not shown).
© REM 2005.

•

Red or Green ON center pathway:
R or G cones >i midget ON BC > midget ON GC

•

Red or Green ON center pathway:
R or G cones > midget OFF BC > midget OFF GC

•

Generic surround pathways:
RG cones > H1 HC >i RG cones > …
RG cones > H1 HC > midget ON BC …
RG cones > H1 HC >i midget OFF BC …
R and G midget BCs > small-field ACs >i midget BCs >
midget GC
R and G midget BCs > small-field ACs >i midget GC
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•

The absorption peaks of cones do not predict the daylight
increment threshold spectral sensitivities of primates
(Fig. 122.24).

•

No sum of absorptions reproduces the spectral sensitivity
envelope.

•

Cones express VP560 (yellow-green), VP530 (green), or
VP420 (violet-blue).

•

Sensitivity peaks are 610 nm (orange-red), 520–530 nm
(green), and 430 nm (blue).

•

A number of factors shape the sensitivity channels of the
eye, but the most important are opponent interactions.

•

In the absence of opponent functions, the R sensitivity peak
moves to the VP peak:
If green cones are desensitized by adapting lights, the longwave sensitivity peak progressively moves from 610 to
560 nm.

appear?149 The answer may partly come from two features of
cone patterning. First, the proportions of R and G cones can
vary across individuals (and perhaps species), with human R:G
values ranging from 16 to 1.154–156 Second, fine-scale patterning
of R and G cones is often statistically clustered rather than
randomly uniform.156 Thus a single G cone ˜ midget BC ˜
midget GC chain in an R cone-dominated retina may show
nearly pure R surround signaling. And similarly, that chain in a
retina with equal numbers of R and G cones can plausibly be
found centered in a patch of R cones, since the dendritic fields
of ACs associated with midget cells also tend to be small.157
Given the individual variability in the R/G cone ratio, it is
surprising that many aspects of color vision seem stable across
individuals, such as the photopic increment threshold spectral
sensitivity (see Box 122.11, Fig. 122.24) and the wavelength of
unique yellow.158 Other measures that probe the densities of
current generators in the eye (e.g., the ERG spectral sensitivity)
show that known variations in the R/G ratio roughly predict
spectral peaks.158 Perception does not vary much. This suggests
that there is a normalization mechanism in the visual system,
such as activity-dependent axon sorting; a major mechanism for
organizing sensory fields. Cortical area V2 in macaque shows
strong evidence of such spectral sorting.159 Furthermore, color
perception itself shows evidence of highly plastic properties that
tune vision, perhaps regardless of R/G cone ratio.160

Melanopsin Pathways

The melanopsin pathway is an exciting discovery, but not easy
to understand as these cells integrate signals from rods, cones
and their own intrinsic phototransduction. Dacey et al show
that primate melanopsin GCs are also rare Y+/B– cells but that
both inner and outer classes of melanopsin GCs show the same
polarity of response.83 The signaling channels for melanopsin
GCs (Box 122.12) include rods and cones via directly glutamate
gated AMPA and/or NMDA receptors. The intrinsic 11-cis
retinaldehdye isomerization coupled transduction88 accesses an
unknown conductance to initiate spiking. Melanopsin GCs
appear to be a diverse population morphologically and target the
LGN, SCN, and olivary pretectum. The fact that they project to
LGN and give extremely sustained light responses proportional
to flux over many decades83 argues that they may correspond to
intrinsic luminosity cells of the visual system.

FIGURE 122.24. The mismatch between primate photopic spectral
sensitivity profiles and VP absorption functions plotted on a
normalized log10 sensitivity ordinate (log S) and a linear wavelength
abscissa (l ). Dotted lines from left to right are normalized VP420,
VP499, VP530, and VP560 absorbance functions. The circles are the
4-day mean increment threshold spectral sensitivity for a rhesus
monkey in log S = log (1/Q) for a 2° foveally centered test flash on a
10° neutral white 10 000 K background Maxwellian view field. Data
recorded by REM in 1971.There are several mismatches with the
pigment curves: (1) The long-l peak is at 610 nm;(2) The mid-l
complex is broad; (3)There is a minimum at 580 nm; (4) There is a
minimum at 470 nm; (5) The short-l peak is at 450+ nm; (6) The shortl band is narrow; (7) No sum of VPs matches the spectral sensitivity.
© REM 2005.
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BOX 122.11 Increment spectral sensitivity functions in
trichromatic primates

BOX 122.12 Speculative pathways for melanopsin GCs
•

RG Cones >i ON diffuse BCs (dB6?) > inner melanopsin GCs

•

RG cones > OFF diffuse KA BCs (dB1?) > GABA ACs
>i outer melanopsin GCs

•

B cones >i blue ON BCs > GABA ACs >i inner melanopsin
GCs

•

B cones > ? > outer melanopsin GCs

•

Melanopsin GCs > LGN > Cx > brightness perception?

•

Melanopsin GCs > SCN > photoentrainment

•

Melanopsin GCs > pretectum > pupillary reflex

AU:
What does
‘?’ stand for
in boxes.
Please
check.

FURTHER ELEMENTS OF RETINAL
STRUCTURE
INTRODUCTION
The retina is a complex, dynamic neural structure. Despite the
accumulation of apparently precise pathway models, they are
incomplete in many ways. The modes and weights of HC
signaling are still uncertain. The most common synapses in the
IPL, serial AC ˜ AC elements, have had no formal place in
any model until recently. Many modes of physiological signaling involve widespread targets and multiple sources,
including retinal efferents, and their roles in vision is not
understood. MCs could clearly locally modulate neural efficacy
through ATP-gated channels and regulation of extracellular ion
and neurotransmitter levels, but it is not known if they do.
Visual experience in development influences GC maturation
and loss of visual drive in retinal degenerations triggers neural
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remodeling of the retina. Some GCs are intrinsically
photosensitive, as has been seen. This next section will briefly
review the imports of some of these topics.

SECTION 3

SERIAL SYNAPSES AND NESTED FEEDBACK
Serial AC ˜ AC synapses comprise about two-third of the IPL
synapses in nonmammalians161 and a smaller fraction in
mammals,162 yet they had no established role in any pathway,
until recently. Indeed, AC ˜ AC ˜ AC triplets are far from
rare, which offers significant opportunities to shape circuits,
but why? And how? At the least, this argues that most network
models are incomplete. Some evidence indicates that such
synapses are part of nested feedback and feedforward paths
• Feedback: BC > AC >i BC
• Nested Feedback: BC > AC >i > AC >i BC
• Feedforward: BC > AC >i GC
• Nested Feedforward: BC > AC >i > AC >i GC
Concatenating sign-inverting paths formally represent positive
feedback, which is potentially destabilizing: AC >i AC >i BC ß
AC > BC. Biological reality is more complex. First, the
abundance of serial chains means that positive feedback, if it
occurs, does not destabilize vision. Second, these signals are
progressively delayed in time, so their effects do not sum
statically. Finally, the gains of inhibitory synapses are typically
fractional (<1), so the net pathway gain becomes even
smaller.161 This suggests that serial synapses could effectively
shape many pathways in subtle ways and may be generic to
many feedback and feedforward networks.
More recently, Hennig et al163 implemented nested AC
elements in a comprehensive mathematical model of linear and
nonlinear retinal GC signaling, and found that the influence of
nesting was weak, consistent with subtle shaping rather than
destabilizing positive feedback. Results from the laboratory of
the late Ramon Dacheux strongly implicate serial synapses in
signaling asymmetries that may contribute to the directional
biases of DS GCs.80,164

EFFERENTS
Efferent pathways from CNS systems are well known in
nonmammalians but have been controversial in mammals,
though both Ramón y Cajal165 and Polyak166 described them.
Polyak clearly identified efferent fibers in the optic nerve that
arborized in the IPL of primate retina166 and separate serotoninand histamine-immunoreactive efferents targeted the IPL have
now been described.167–170 The roles of these efferents for vision
remains unknown, but the close association of both systems
with retinal vessels is provocative. Further, both rod and cone
ON BCs in baboon express HR3 histamine receptors on their
dendritic tips, but the relation between neuronal expression of
histamine receptors and IPL efferents is uncertain.171 However,
the discovery of serotonin-immunoreactive efferents gives the
first compelling physiological drive path for serotonin-receptor
systems in the retina, as there are no known intrinsic serotoninergic neurons in the mammalian retina, unlike nonmammalians3 which express elegant wide-field GABAergic/
serotoninergic ACs.

THE DOPAMINE PATHWAY

22

Dopamine neurons represent the quintessential AxC
pathway.3,18,171 The dominant TH1 (tyrosine hydroxylase
type 1) AxCs, are narrowly stratified cells that arborize at level
0–10 of the IPL with medium-field dendritic arbors and fine,
complex axon terminal fields.172 It has long been suspected that

most retinas harbor more than one class of TH immunoreactive
cell173,174 and rodents clearly possess at least two; TH1 cells are
typical AxCs and are not GABA immunoreactive, while TH2
cells are more AC-like (lacking axons), often express epitopemasked or phosphorylation-masked TH immunoreactivity and
are also GABA immunoreactive.175,176 TH1 AxCs appear to be
spontaneously spiking ‘clock-like’ cells that resemble spontaneously signaling dopamine neurons in brain.177,178 They
have some weak excitatory inputs but many inhibitory inputs
and appear to be under strong GABAergic control.3 In any case,
TH1 cells appear to be activated by photopic stimuli, making
them signalers of dawn. Dopamine released by vesicular means
probably diffuses through the retina to its various targets.171
Virtually every class of retinal cell, including photoreceptors and
MCs has been reported to express dopamine receptors.171
Basically, dopamine signals appear to light-adapt the retina by
diverse G-protein coupled mechanisms such HC uncoupling179
and enhancement of GC response speed.180 The scale and scope
of these adaptive signals are under intense study, but it is of
great interest that retinal dopamine cells also display high levels
of circadian clock gene expression, potentially making them key
elements for intrinsic retinal photoperiod control.181 This
pathway appears separate from the melanopsin GC path, but it
is intriguing that the dendrites of outer melanopsin GCs costratify with TH1 cells.

NONCANONICAL SIGNALING MODES
In many ways the retina is a complex neuroendocrine organ
whose operations we understand poorly. We can only offer brief
survey of many intrinsic ‘parahormonal’ systems in retina
that depend on nonvesicular or diffusion-based signaling
(e.g., dopamine neurons). Photoreceptors are known to synthesize and release melatonin at night, and this signaling is
though to modulate both RPE-mediated photoreceptor outer
segment phagocytosis and the activity of dopaminergic
neurons.3,182 There is now evidence, in addition to cyclic constitutive regulation, that excessive melatonin exposure enhances
the sensitivity of photoreceptors to light damage and specifically
regulates the expression of a restricted set of ocular genes.182
Neurons with the capacity to express high levels of nitric
oxide (NO) synthase and generate NO as a signaling molecule
have been termed nitrergic.3,8,183 Some of these cells are clearly
AxCs.8 By local diffusion across cell membranes, NO binds to
the heme core of soluble guanyl cyclase and activates high levels
of cGMP production which, in turn, has the capacity to
modulate gap junction permeability184 as well as open local
cyclic nucleotide gated cation channels. The regulation of these
systems and their light stimulus selectivities are not well
known and it is suspected that many cell classes can produce
NO beyond the identified nitrergic AxCs.183
GABA has intermittently been identified in BCs of the
mammalian retina, including cat and monkey, with no clear
mechanism of action (3). Recently it has been suggested that
a set of OFF cone BCs in cat retina similar to dB1 in monkey are
dual GABA/glutamate-releasing neurons.185 The co-stratification
of the terminals of these BCs with the dopaminergic TH1
plexus in the distal IPL suggests the possibility of OFF BC >i
dopamine AC signaling, which would be consistent with the
apparent depolarization of dopamine cells by light, yet
restriction of synaptic inputs to the OFF BC region of the IPL.
GABA-immunoreactive BCs appear more abundant in monkey
and it is not clear, however, that they can all be OFF BCs.
MCs and the optic fiber layer are key positions to modulate
the signaling of neurons in the retina. Indeed it appears that
excitation-induced calcium waves that propagate locally in the
GCL and OFL in the astrocyte and MC network can directly
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modulate GC excitability.186 Moreover, MCs have now been
shown to release ATP, which may directly activate calcium entry
via purinergic receptors on vascular pericytes, in turn triggering
local vasoconstriction.187 Thus retinal activity has the potential
to locally regulate blood flow through MC signal integration.
The scope and strength of such MC signaling is yet unknown.
Peptide-releasing neurons in the mammalian retina include
different cohorts of wide-field GABAergic ACs that express
neuropeptide Y (NPY), substance P (SP) or vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP), AxC-like cells expressing somatostatin (SRIF)
and minor (but not necessarily unimportant) populations
expressing several other neuroactive peptides.37 The detailed
relationships between fast neurotransmitter versus slow peptide
secretion signaling from the same cell are simply unclear. But it
has long been suspected that peptide-containing vesicles are
released by an exocytosis mechanism that requires much more
calcium entry (and hence stronger depolarization) than fast
neurotransmitter vesicle fusion. Even when there is evidence of
a possible signaling mode, we have little insight as to the
purpose. For example, SRIF appears excitatory on a seconds-tominutes timescale in GCs188 and induces an increase in input
resistance in ON BCs.189 How these events are related remain
unclear. Though it is widely accepted that specific peptides
likely have circuit-specific modulatory functions, specific roles
in any of the canonical pathways are not known. It is also not
known how far peptides diffuse and how long they persist in the
extracellular space. Other peptide-like associations have even
less certain functions. The blue cone BCs of primates also
express cholecystokinin (CCK)-like immunoreactivity26,37 and
CCK does suppress GC activity, but no correspondence has
been established for this in the canonical blue cone ˜ blue cone
BC ˜ B+/Y– GC pathway. And it is not clear that blue cone
BCs actually release bona fide CCK.

ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT PLASTICITY, RETINAL
REMODELING, AND PHOTORECEPTOR
DEGENERATIONS
The elegant structure of the mammalian retina can no longer
be viewed as static and hard-wired. Indeed, the retina undergoes
postnatal refinement in synaptic connectivity,190,191 possible
revisions in gene expression in response to visual environments
at maturity, and reactive rewiring when challenged by
photoreceptor degenerations.11 We are only beginning to
understand the scope of these physical transformations, but it
is now clear that adult retinal neurons can revise their patterns
of synaptic contacts and generate new processes.11 During
postnatal life in rodents, the visual environment influences the
onset of bouts of spontaneous signaling thought to be required
for synaptic maturation144,190 and modulates the segregation of
the IPL into ON and OFF sublayers, apparently through a
dendritic pruning process.191 While previous research in the
1970s produced contentious views on activity-dependent retinal
maturation,11 many studies can now be revisited in light of
modern findings. The IPL is clearly the site of most of these
effects, but it would now be imprudent to exclude the OPL.
Recently, Fisher and colleagues have detailed a range of
cellular remodeling phenomena and mechanisms including
rapid neurite sprouting, neuronal migration and MC hypertrophy in response to chronic retinal detachment.192 These
plastic abilities of adult neuron cells presaged discoveries
perhaps even more surprising to retinal biologists (but not to
CNS biologists); the amazing propensity for retinal neurons to
rewire aggressively in response to retinal degenerations.11,193 So
far, all known photoreceptor degenerations trigger major
revisions of retinal circuitry in three phases.11 In phase 1,
photoreceptor stress triggers the retraction of BC dendrites from

rod and or cone synapses. Indeed, the first signs of visual
impairment in RP are likely to be a result of the phase 1 loss of
dendritic compartment in BCs before there is significant loss in
photoreceptor signaling. Indeed, given the ability of BCs to
report even small photoreceptor signals, early visual
impairment more readily implies defects in synaptic signaling
than phototransduction. The diverse genetic types of RP exhibit
different modes of photoreceptor loss. If the mode of degeneration is cone-sparing, rod BCs attempt to transient capture
inputs from surviving cones. If the degeneration is rod–cone
lethal, all BCs disassemble their dendritic modules, including
their signaling receptors. In phase 2, photoreceptor death leads
to loss of the ONL and the development of a MC seal between
the remnant RPE (if it survives) or the choroid and the remnant
neural retina. Finally, in phase 3, the retina undergoes a
prolonged epoch of revision that involves additional neuronal
death, formation of new process fascicles and new ectopic
synaptic microneuromas, and even neuronal migration leading
to mixing of the INL and GCL through disrupted zones of the
IPL.11,193 Synaptogenesis leads to new networks in microneuromas, and these networks appear to be random collections
of opportunistic connections. These generate networks that
seem optimized for self-excitation rather than visual signaling.194 In general, these transformations challenge therapeutic intervention windows and repair strategies of all types,
from genetic to bionic, for all forms of retinal degeneration.

CHAPTER 122
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SUMMARY AND PERSISTENT QUESTIONS
Our understanding of the populations of neurons that make up
a retina has expanded. Clearly, at least 60 and maybe even
80 cell classes are involved, and our catalog is likely to become
even more detailed.195 Though most of the canonical pathway
neurons have likely been identified, every pathway is beset with
questions regarding signaling modes and strengths; almost
every pathway has undefined synaptic partners, especially
among the AC cohort; and every retina almost certainly harbors
small populations of poorly defined or even yet-unknown
neuron classes.195 Sparseness or difficulty in identification of a
cell class does not imply relative unimportance. TH1 dopamine
AxCs are among the rarest of neurons in the ACL and their
actions are global and powerful. Melanopsin GCs are among the
rarest of GCs and they are essential carriers of photoperiod and
pupillary control signals. We still do not have a proven role for
a clearly heterogeneous set of retinal efferent fibers originating
in hypothalamus and brainstem.
Even simple issues; such as how neurons choose partners to
contact, remains elusive. This is especially true of the R and G
cones of trichromatic primates, which seemed to have evolved
so recently via VP gene duplication that no other gene
expression differences have clearly emerged that would ‘label’
them as specific chromatypes for putative R–G opponent neurons, as did occur in nonmammalians. Conversely, B cones and
rods each express many different genes (beyond VP expression),
some of which clearly drive formation of selective contacts. But
what are we to make of new patterns of cones that selectively
express vGlut2 but are still G cones in mouse,29 or sparse
human cones that express no opsin except melanopsin30?
HCs, the first cells in the outer retina from which
intracellular recordings were ever made, remain one of the most
enigmatic. Are they truly neurons? How do they signal their
targets? Why do they form nearly half of the capillary
endothelial ensheathment in the mature retina?196 What does
the rod-specific axon terminal actually do? Is signaling
transmitter-mediated by GABA or is it ephaptic, or both?
Why do most HCs express no GABA? Where are the vesicles
and are the vesicles we can see presynaptic or cargo vesicles?
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What are the selective roles of H1 and H2 HCs. And where is
the H3 HC array?
The BC population is clearly settling into 10 defined classes;
a single rod BC class, a single blue cone ON BC class, two
midget cone BC classes (ON and OFF), and at least three classes
each of diffuse ON cone BCs and diffuse OFF cone BCs. The
canonical rod ˜ rod BC ˜ rod AC ˜ cone BC ˜ cone GC
pathway has now been augmented with a minor rod ˜ diffuse
OFF cone BC ˜ OFF cone GC path, owing to very small
numbers of rod contacts made by some OFF cone BCs.148 The
stochastic nature of these contacts gives pause (not all OFF BCs
of a given class make them), but they clearly function. The
discovery of blue OFF midget BCs61 might partly explain the
sparse appearance of B–/Y+ neurons in the primate LGN197
except for the fact that the fields of these cells tend to large and
better match those of melanopsin GCs, whose dendrites likely
never go near the terminals of blue OFF midget BCs. An
exciting new concept in BC physiology is the idea that AMPA
receptors and KA receptors are differentially expressed on dB3
and dB1/2 OFF cone BCs respectively, perhaps setting up the
basis of fast (transient) and slow (sustained) BC channels64 and
matching GC contacts. If this is a basic format, then one might
expect mGluR6-mediated transduction to vary in kinetics across
classes of diffuse ON cone BCs. Specifically, might not dB4
resemble dB3 in being the ‘fast’ cone BC for the ON channel?
The ACs and the specialized, axon-bearing group we term
association or AxCs (which include polyaxonal cells), remain
our biggest challenge to understand. The diversity of AC
dendritic arbors clearly does not fit a simplistic world of ACs
monostratified for corresponding BCs44 but does argue for
highly circuit-selective functions.195 It is possible that glycine
AC systems are biased to signal across BC channels while
GABA AC systems mostly signal within BC channels. The
signaling of GABA receptors remains complex and likely finely
tuned. Each conventional inhibitory synapse access a mixture of
receptors or individually pure receptor patches. This fine-scale
analysis is just beginning.
The cohort of GCs has been better circumscribed over the
past decade, but has also become far more complex with the
advent of multimodal melanopsin GC signaling and more cell
classes than we have models for. We are closer than ever to
understanding how DS GCs work, though study of such cells in
primates is just beginning. Many classes of GCs clearly have
more to do with the optical ‘plant’ of the eye; guiding fast and
fine eye movements, driving foveation, discriminating selfmovement from world-movement, creating the optic flow field,
harmonizing visual drift and vestibular information, etc These
essential functions, which are likely nonperceptual, likely
involve more types of GCs than the major perceptual

pathways,1 which in turn demand the bulk of retinal wiring.
Further classification and reconstructing the connectivity of
diverse GC classes remains a key target for the next decade.
In the end, why should such effort be applied to the details
and the nuances of neuronal form and retinal circuitry? First,
discoveries based on new molecular imaging tools continue to
challenge any simplistic model of retinal organization by
finding new cells, new contacts and new functions in the retina.
Second, a range of inherited disorders arise from genes associated with building the neural retina and those genes represent
both our evolutionary path and mechanisms we must understand if we are ever to make retinal repair a reality. Third, the
details of wiring and global control, and the scope and speed of
disease-triggered rewiring reveal that the effects of many forms
of retinal degenerations once thought to be restricted to the
outer retina actually propagate aggressively into the neural
retina and likely the brain. Learning the rules and molecular
mechanisms underlying postnatal plasticity is required to
realize retinal restoration in diseases and traumas we cannot yet
prevent. Finally, the neural retina remains unbowed. Though
we believe we have disclosed its essences, it is proving to be a
far richer organ than anticipated.
Retinal neuroanatomy is not a static field. The accelerating
pace of discoveries augurs major revelations in retinal circuitry
in the next decade, rather than mere refinements of current
views. Since the last revision of this chapter, over 1500 papers
have been published with reference to cones alone; over 1000
on retinal GCs alone; over 1000 on ACs and BCs combined.
Over half of the references cited herein have been published
since the year 2000. Many of the references are reviews and
space limitations prevent a traditional historical treatment of
the literature. It is no longer practical to cite the first instance
of an idea or discovery (e.g., Ramón y Cajal or Tartuferi), much
less its most lucid modern declamation or important related
papers. It is hoped that readers will use this chapter as a point
of departure in a greater scientific and medical adventure.
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